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The Starting Point -- Our Conclusions from
October's meeting
By Jane Ellen Stevens
Some of the conclusions that we came to at our meeting last October:
—Disentangle from Wall Street. The day sof 20-30 percent profit margins (40-50 percent in TV)
are over. The Wall Street average is 11 percent. News organizations that provide the best
reporting/service to their communities figure between 8 and 15 percent. Why is that important?
At 8 percent, there are double the numbrer of reporters, and better community coverage, than at
20 percent.
—Web-centric newsroom; Web first—spin off text, video and audio to several different
platforms, including paper, cell phone, PDA, iPod, iPod w/video.
—Publish a print version only three or four days a week, not seven days a week. Content of print
drastically different from content on Web.
—Distributed newsroom – many reporters, perhaps editors, will be in the communities in which
they do their reporting, in coffee shops, libraries, etc., where accessible and have conversation
with members of community. No more sequestered away from the community and access by the
community.
—No such thing as only reporter or only photographer – everyone’s a multimedia reporter.
—For most news organizations, local first, state second (cover state issues especially as they
relates to local), national as it relates to local, with links to sites with national coverage;
international as it relates to local, with links to sites with international coverage.
—Most stories in context – that means stories of the day embedded in “shells” that hold as much
related info as possible, such as maps, searchable data, resources, archives, timelines, and a place
where members of community can contribute information and stories. The end of been-theredone-that journalism.
—Conversation – the end of one-way, I lecture, you listen, I know more than you do. The
community knows more, and their input is institutionalized. Citizen journalists and information
from members of the community appear shoulder-to-shoulder with professional journalists.
—Consequences: Role of journalists is changing quickly, and dramatically. Journalists become
managers of information, and their organization, the most trusted source of news and information
in the community, which means that information provided on news organizations sites is
accurate and provides links to useful information so that people in the community can
personalize the stories of the day.
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WEDNESDAY: Anderson opening rough
notes
Samoan Circle Session:
What is the nextnewsroom?
Jim Saffer:
Old Newsroom New Newsroom
Repository of knowledge Relationship
One to many Many to many
Expert Coordinator/Facilitator/Guide
Knowledge around deadlines Continuous posting
Publisher creator Public creator
Heavily ad supported Lightly ad supported
High cost distribution Low cost distribution
Cost related to non-journalism Cost related to journalism
Professional, dispassionate, unemotional Volunteers, passion, emotional
Profit driven Mission driven, Story telling
Create enough copy to pour around the ads Serving the community
Individual gather, edit, publish Many gather, edit, publish
Chris:
Is their journalism, does it matter?
Is journalism dead?
Clyde,
No need for anewsroom
Dispersed
People rather thanplace
Sources are changing
Unlimited sourcesand growing
Journalist needed tohelp sort through all this
Journalists is adirty job, you have to pay people to sit at a planning board meeting forfour hours
Linda:
Immigrant and ethnicnewspapers don’t know the concept of responsible journalism. Theyhave to
learn and practice these.
Rate of assimilationis greater now due to access to media.
Journalism as aprofession is under attack.
Community asNewsroom
Bill:
The largestadvertisers represented 3% of my revenue. If anyone of them didn’tlike what we were
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doing, I could tell them to jump.
If I’m anon-profit, 80% of my donations have to come from 20% of my donors. These20% are
going to determine what I do.
Media organizationsare in the attention business not the advertising business
Rich
Not: Old Newsroomversus New Newsroom
Need to evolve to anew species, not adapt an existing species
It is: Old mediabusiness versus New media business
From News Room toAffinity Group Organizer whose common interest their
neighborhood,village, town
From Newspaper businessto Community Network business
Not focus on whogenerates content but the definition of content
News (fettered andunfettered)
Information(fettered and unfettered)
Views (fettered andunfettered)
Inventories(fettered and unfettered)
Accept that contentcomes from professionals, citizens, businesses, organizations.
Chris:
How about the NewsCommunity rather than Affinity Group Organizer
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Densmore rough notes
Journalism that Matters co-participants:
Here are my notes from our opening session on Wednesday evening—not comprehensive—but
perhaps helpful.
Why are we here?
Peggy Kuhr, professor, Univerisity of Kansas, wants to figure out how to get journalism beyond
the newsroom.
Mike Van Buren, Kellogg Foundation, has 10 years experience with dailies and weeklies in
Michigan before going into the foundation world.
Martin Reynolds, MediaNewsGroup/Oakland Tribune: “I’m tired of journalism as usual. Not
that things have been so bad, but it is time to grow and change and evolve.”
Bill Densmore: Is interested in the question of sustaining watchdog journalism. Examples of
ideas: The New Haven Independent, the Tyee in Vancouver, B.C., efforts to get something going
in Philadelphia (“norgs.”) Talks about seeing a train-wreck for newspapers coming in 1994;
started Clickshare Service Corp. to provide a platform for newspapers to be able to provide
information from anywhere—information “home base” or valet for their readers. The Giraffe
Project is finding and spotlighting people making innovative, sustainable use of media to foster
participatory democracy and community. The idea is to understand what motivates giraffes, and
how what they are doing can be used or replicated.
Dave Johnson, secretary, Atwater Sunfish Gazette (incorporated). A retired English teacher,
wants to take away ideas for sustaining the non-profit weekly newspaper the have started.
Linda Ju, from the Independent Press Association, consists mostly of mission-driven magazines,
recently they seem to be gravitating to retraining newspaper dropouts at investigative and crosscultural reporting. She wants to learn how to streamline small newspapers and magazines so they
can fullfill their mission better.
Chris Peck, editor, Memphis Commercial Appeal. “It’s a race, whether the old media is going to
transform itself.” Have to ask the question, “If you were really going to do it differently, what
would you do?”
Jim Shaffer, dean, Univ. of Southern Maine Business School, former career senior newspaper
executive. He sees a crisis in the way society talks to itself, and journalism is part of the crisis.
He wants to help with that.
Pam Johnson, director, Reynolds Institute at Univ. of Missouri: What is preventing good
journalism from being absorbed by the public? Wants to find a wya to bring journalists and
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citizens closer together in ways which allow identification of key questions and ways to address
them.
Christine Saed, librarian, West Oakland, Calif.: Access is a key issue. In West Oakland, some
people can’t afford a phone, how can they be part of the Internet. There are two Internet
connections in her library branch for 27,000 people.
ADDITIONAL GENERAL OBSERVATIONS FROM DENSMORE’S NOTES OF
THURSDAY:
Chris Peck, the Memphis daily editor, asks: “Do we even need a newsroom anymore? Has
journalism’s time come and gone?”
Richard Anderson: What may be needed is a new species, not a new newsroom. Perhaps the
journalist of the future is as an “affinity group” organizer who’s common interest is a place
called home.
As a result of these observations, and others, the consensus was to change the working title of the
St. Louis gathering from: “The Next Newsroom” to “The Next News Ecology.”
There’s no shortage of people who want to express an opinion, says Peck, “and now everbody’s
got a press.” But the journalist still finds a role providing an imprimatur of quality. Yet, “all it
takes is a cellphone and your laptop and you can call yourself a journalist.” So, perhaps the
notion of journalism has something to do with how much you have vetted the information.
THE NEW JOURNALIST
Peck also raised another question: What kind of people will be in journalism? “The next
newsroom will be populated by a different mindset. It will not necessarily be Woodward and
Bernstein.” It may be that the journalist will be thought of more as just another member of the
community, rather than something detached and special. “You need a plumber, you need a good
person to repair your car, you need a journalist.” The journalist is seen as a community
facilitator, pollenator.
But citizen journalism is not free. “Evne if there is a low-cost model, there is a cost.” Peck and
others wonder—what happens with citizen journalism when the initial enthusiasm wears off and
people start wanting to get paid. Do they stick with it, or abandon it, or start working on ways to
be paid? “That formula is not there yet,” says Peck.
“There are portions of journalism that nobody in their right mind wold ever be willing to do
without getting paid,” observed Clyde Bentley, a University of Missouri journalism professor.
Christine Saed, the Oakland librarian, says online journalism is predicated on the assumption that
people are wired. But if they don’t have internet access, how do then even know the information
is out there. This points out the importance of universal access.
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Jim Shaffer, the Maine business-school dean and ex-publishing executive, compares this to
Andrew Carnegie’s endowment of the nation’s public libraries. Libraries are part of the “civic
infrastructure” which helps participatory democracy work. Online information access will need
to be part of that, too, Shaffer suggests.
Martin Reynolds, an Oakland Tribune editor, suggests new journalists will have to have a new
mindset—but journalism schools are still teaching an old model.
Says Peck: Old media remains highly profitable. “So you have to ask, why would they change
that. I think its because now they’re hearing footsteps. But they are still addicted to the old cashflow model.”
Shaffer says this points up a key challenge: How to shift the thinking in mainstream media
management ranks away from trying to do nothing. “We need more people who are not going to
just hang on until they retire.” The old newsroom mentality was the “pour news around the ads.”
The new-news ecology has to be based on serving humanity.
Peggy Kuhr, Univ. of Kansas journalism professor, says there is tremendous conservatism in
what is taught in j-schools because the professors have been in academia and out of the business
for so long. Most creative thoughts are coming today from outside newsrooms.
Azalea Blalock asks: “What is the newsroom?” Her point: That’s a concept that needs a new
definition. it is no longer a physical space. It may even been an outmoded concept.
Clyde Bentley, University of Missouri professor: “The conservative people are the students.”
There is no longer any technological reason to have a newsroom. Most of the effort can be
dispersed.
GENERAL DISCUSSION: How does the public navigate the morass of information on the
Internet?
Bill Densmore, Media Giraffe Project: The task there is to teach citizens—especially high-school
students—how to be smart media consumers and creators. News organizations can perform an
“information valet” function—referring users to the best information anywhere, serving at times
merely as an expert guide, rather than a domain expert, a convener of ideas.
Scott Hall, Minnesota small-market public radio producer, worries that in all the talk about
citizen journalism an important point is being lost. He values the fact that main stream media has
been financially secure and powerful enough to question and challenge authority. “There needs
to be some gravitas behind them.” He worries what will happen if powerful media organizations
are replaced by many smaller, less secure organizations which are less able to be an independent
challenge to authority.
Chris Peck, Memphis daily editor, adds to this point: Mainstream journalism needs to have the
reosurces to counterbalance powerful newsmakers and sources. (Also a point made by Mike
Skolar).
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Clyde Bentley talks about the “plankton theory of journalism” in which small, community news
gathers development the information which the large organizations are able to assemble and
make larger sense of. What happens to the news ecology if the small plankton wither?
Chris Peck asks: What are the basic principles and standards of journalism?
(Densmore post-gathering observation: Need Tom Rosenstiel of the Project on Excellence in
Journalism to answer that)
http://www.journalism.org/resources/publications/books/elements_intro.asp
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Shaffer on old newsroom/new news ecology
At Journalism that Matters in St. Louis, Jim Shaffer led a discussion in which the group
described the key elements of the old newsroom, and the key elements which likely need to be
present in the “new news ecology.” Ecology because one premise is that the news organizations
of the future may not have a physical newsroom—they will be in effect a “newsroom without
walls” which are integrated into the community.
OLD NEWSROOM

NEW NEWS ECOLOGY

Repository of knowledge
One to many deadlines
Publisher owns and creates content
Ad supported
High cost of production and distribution
Most of the cost is not journalism
Medium specific
"Professional", dispassionate
profit driven
Editor leads

Many to many relationships
No fixed deadlines
Public owns and creates content
Slightly ad supported
Low-cost distribution
Costs mostly journalism related
Multimedia
Passionate volunteers
Mission drive
Facilitator/coordinator leads
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THURSDAY - Posted Questions
QUESTIONS RAISED at this morning’s session of “News that Matters: What is the Next News
Ecology,” underway in St. Louis:
THURS. 9:30 a.m. – Clark—Scott Hall—
How do we identify, recruit, train and retrain citizen journalists?
THURS. 9:30 a.m. – Main—Rich Anderson—
Who do we want to pay for quality journalism at the granular level?
THURS. 3:00 p.m. – Lewis—Azalea Blalock—
How do you see the healing process of future journalism?
THURS. 11 a.m.. – Clark—Dave Johnson—
What does the role of a professional journalist as a facilitator for community news look like?
THURS, LUNCH—Rich Anderson—
Does the Village Soup model have a future? If ues, how improve its changes? if no, how to
modify?
THURS. – 1:30 p.m. Clark —Martin Reynolds —
How do we change the face of journalism to better reflect the communities we cover?
THURS, 1:30 p.m. – Main—Peggy Kuhr—
How does Generation Y include themselves—how do we include Generation Y—in this
coversation (Gen 7—12-26 year olds)
THURS. 3 p.m. – Main—Bill Densmore—
What is news that matters, and who will pay for it?
THURS, 3 p.m. – Clark—Cecily Burt—
How do we attract community jouranlists to new media, particularly younger, budding
journalists?
THURS. EVENING—Martin Reynolds—
Are reporters just ecomaniacs with no real interest in interacting with the public. If this is so,
how cAn we get them/us to change?
FRIDAY, 9:30 a.m. – Main—Jim Shaffer—
How to test new economic models?
FRIDAY, 11 a.m. – Clark—Bill Densmore—
Is the teaching of civic education vital to democracy and do journalists need to teach it?
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FRIDAY, 11 a.m. — Clark—Matlho Kgosi —
Is there a role for journalists in promoting global understanding beyond their community?
FRIDAY, 1:30 p.m., Sage—Christine Saed—
Micro/macro gathering local/national/international—who gathers it? Who
publishes/idsseminates? How are these funded? How accountable?
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Change the Face of Journalism Session
By Martin Guido Reynolds
I sat down at the Lois and Clark room wondering just who would attend this session. After all,
those who “get it” the need for diversity have a tendency to congregate and preach to each other.
Most journalists know we have to change, expand, and include more people of different
backgrounds in newsrooms and upper management; it just doesn’t seem to happen. I liken this
aspect of the profession to be that of refrigerated peanut butter stuck in place unable, or as the
case seems to be, unwilling to move.
Then, the bumblebees came bumbling in. First was the suave Rich Anderson, the healer Azalea,
Mr. Crabs (and I mean that in the most endearing way) Clyde, the woman of circles herself,
Peggy and Moltha, who always asks the right questions.
Others joined us later.
We sat and discussed some ways to change the faces of journalists to better reflect the
communities we cover. We talked about Fault Lines, as explained by the Robert C. Maynard
Institute for Journalism Education.
This is an excerpt from a piece written by the institute’s president, Dori J. Maynard explaining
where this concept originated:
Fault Lines: Blindsided
By Dori J. Maynard
For five years I’ve been looking at the world through the lens of Fault Lines—exploring how
they work, injecting them into almost every topic of conversation. For five years I’ve been
preaching the benefits of the Fault Lines concept for journalism. And yet, as I learned several
months ago at a conference sponsored by the American Journalism Review, Fault Lines continue
to blindside me.
The Fault Lines concept was conceived by my late father, Robert C. Maynard. It is based on the
notion that we as a nation are split along the five Fault Lines of race, class, gender, geography
and generation. My father believed that in order to bridge these Fault Lines journalists must not
only admit they exist but also learn to talk, report and write across them. Acknowledging Fault
Lines compels us as journalists to seek out those who present a range of views on an issue.
The full version can be viewed at
http://www.maynardije.org/columns/dorimaynard/010521_faultlines/
Here are some ideas to get more people hooked on the dope of journalism at a young age.
1) A journalism festival, where we call young people to action and bring working journalists
together with youth and elders to get people excited about going into journalism.
2) Work from the bottom up. We need to start changing the perception of what a journalist is
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long before journalism students get into college. By then, it’s too late. They’re all doomed…..
3) Examine why people of color and other backgrounds don’t see themselves becoming
journalists.
4) Foster excitement in journalism by forming partnerships with organizations right in the
community, such as the Boys and Girls Club. Go in there and start a newsletter, and by showing
kids how powerful this medium can be, you may turn someone onto journalism that would have
never considered it as a career path.
Most of us realized we’d gotten into journalism largely by accident.
We then began to discuss something much deeper, which focused on the existing need to address
racism and other social issues in the newsroom. We concluded, as a newsroom family, we
must consistently address amongst ourselves the very struggles that exist outside the
newsroom. In doing so, we better ourselves and the coverage of our communities.
For me, this was the most powerful element to this discussion. I know getting the kids early is
important, as is forming strategic hook-ups. But what about the people existing in the profession
today? Are we going to just write them off, or wait until they retire? No. They are the journalistic
legacy of our profession and we must get the most jaded and faded into this discussion.
My biggest questions: How do we get people who don’t really think about diversity to care? It’s
not that they don’t think it’s important. It’s not that they’re evil and have some nefarious agenda.
They just don’t get why it’s so pressing. Those of us who have to navigate the dominant society
understand, because we have to in order to survive. Hell, if the fact that it’s the right thing to do
doesn’t get you up in the morning, just look at it from a $$$ standpoint. The ethnic press has
BOOMED why? Because people of diverse backgrounds don’t see themselves represented in
mainstream media or they don’t like how they’re repped. It’s good business to do this.
I guess we just need to figure out a way to get someone to walk in our “two feet.”
Thanks Cecily for letting me use your login. Mine didn’t work.
—Martin Guido Reynolds
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Identifying, Recruiting. Training and
Retaining Community Journalists
Topic: Identifying, Recruiting. Training and Retaining Community Journalists
Convener: Scott Hall
Participants: Dave, Cecily, Clyde, Martin, Linda
Recruits may come through grapevines, word-of-mouth, people who walk in the door, “careful
solicitations”
Careful solicitations – journalism is a tough job, requiring odd hours and rigorous writing and
reporting skills. You can’t expect and shouldn’t require recruits to acquire these skills to qualify
as a community journalist.
So you identify their passions, hobbies, expertise and facilitate their sharing.
Bloggers in your area may be a place to look for recruits.
Their areas of expertise may not be the core issues or priorities of your professional newsroom.
You have to let go of that control and become the facilitator.
The professional journalist or facilitator shapes or creates the format or context, and guides the
expression of the material to some degree.
Retaining community journalists: their passion and the facilitator’s thoughtful cultivation of
those interests and skills will sustain their interest/participation. Maintain the relationships and
provide the resources for their “sharing” (as distinct from reporting).
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Including Generation Y in the conversation
Session: How to attract the Gen Y generation and what are their sources for news?
Convener: Peggy Kuhr, notes by Peggy and Cecily Burt
Participants: Peggy Kuhr, Cecily Burt, Mike Van Buren, Christine Saed, Scott Hall, Bill
Densmore, Stephen Silha, Dave Johnson, Jim Shaffer
Discussion: Peggy is struck by the lack of younger faces in gatherings to talk about the future of
journalism; baby boomers show up; Gen Y’ers don’t … or they aren’t invited. They get their
news elsewhere and may not be eager to participate in mainstream media models.
Youth get bits and pieces of news from many sources (Myspace – high school
Facebook- college, MTV- not just music videos, national and world news from a youth
perspective), just like adults, albeit less traditional sources. News is what they want when they
want it.
The Daily Show is that generation’s trusted news source. (Scott Hall said his daughter must be
ingesting topical national and international news from somewhere because she wouldn’t get Jon
Stewart’s humor otherwise. Watched a portion of an archived Crossfire video clip where Jon
Stewart was a guest.)
Some traits of young people and media that we noted (Generation Y is about 8 to 26 years old):
They’re connected to video and audio. To appeal, media must be multi-media. Don’t expect
them to just sit there, passively reading – say – a newspaper.
Just like adults, they get their news and information from a variety of
sources and media. …. A lot of new from the web, and from tv. Newspapers rank
very low. They’re grazers … grazing for news/information (just like the rest
of us).

Don’t assume Gen Y is monolithic in terms of point of view or interest.
Youth are desperate for community and they’re not getting it in their local newspaper, and
they’re not getting it in their schools. They’re going online for community …. Myspace,
facebook
If they are so desperate for community, is there some form of news ecology we can create to
attract them to participate? What about ``mynewsspace.com?’’ (just kidding, myspace).
One view: It’s not necessarily the form that’s driving people away from newspapers, it’s the
content.
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We have a generation of really smart young people …. They know a lot about the world beyond
them (compared to other generations when they were young) but they don’t really see how
anything they can do will make any change.
Are there solutions?:
Kids are smart but not willing to get involved with civic affairs because they don’t feel they can
make a difference. They want to see tangible results from their involvement, so the Next
Newsroom has to create resources for their voices to be seen and heard, whether through
comments, blogs, or creating their own stories.
The best way to get Gen Y’ers involved in reading/viewing media is to get them creating media.
Young people are willing to share information about their world and interests, but you have to
seek them out; they won’t come to you. They won’t offer something without being asked.
Lawrence.com is one answer by Lawrence Journal World’s to providing interest of news for
younger readers. It’s hipper, edgier, youth voices and blogs. But more mainstream website,
LJWorld.com also gets readers involved by inviting them to comment in real time on stories;
often creating very lively debates and dialogues about the news, fairness, relevance, etc., such as
a recent story posting and picture of a Humvee being blown up in Iraq.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune revamped its edition by creating the “experience newspaper” with
attention to what the experiences are from reading a paper. Question: is it working out? … Better
to try and fail than watch it die. Don’t fall for the argument that change will alienate loyal
readers. Loyal readers are already loyal, go after the 18-24-year-olds who aren’t naturally
attracted to your paper.
If you recruit young people to create news content, be prepared for a short-term investment as
they move on to college or other interests. And that’s ok.
Christine, our citizen and our librarian: Journalists have to be engaged with kids. There is a big
disconnect between older adults. Perhaps the two can engage around technology; the youth could
help the adults operate the computers and design websites and the adults could offer to mentor
the youth in business. and kids. Have to find ways to draw youth to new media; have to make it
relevant.
Stephen talked about the work on Vashon Island encouraging dialog between youth and adults,
using a Fishbowl model: Create a circle with youth on the outside, adults on the inside. Youth
can ask the adults inside the circle any question they want to ask …. Write down the question ….
The adults choose what they want to answer. Then switch places. Helps build trust and knock
down barriers of communication.
The lesson of “Car Talk” (thanks to our MN radio guy). Car Talk used to be a 4-minute spot on
Sunday morning …. Now, it’s huge nationwide. So, try something out, and see what happens.
If someone has an idea, for a radio show, give them a 5-10 minute spot. Let them do it, then ask
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How did it go? You don’t have to commit to a long-term program …. Can it be sustained …. Just
do it once, and if it works, do it again …. 4-5 times, and then you’ll know if this should continue.
Rules for developing a program:
-One at a time. Start simple and start small.
-Be flexible.
The 2 most popular shows on Scott’s radio station are hosted by rural mail carriers.
Final words from a retired school teacher: Maybe news should become like lunches at school.
Once upon a time, you were forced to take something from every food group as you went
through the cafeteria line. Whether you’d eat it or not, you’d have to take the food because it was
good for you. A lot got thrown away …. Now, it’s the “offer concept.” All kinds of food are
there for you to choose from. Take it if you’ll eat it. … With the news: let’s offer it in different
ways and those who are interested will take what they want.
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What is news that matters and who will pay
for it?
Here are notes taken by Richard Anderson of the Thursday afternoon session which posed this
question: “What is news that matters, and will anyone pay for it?” Session convener: Bill
Densmore. Present, Bill, Richard, Jim Shaffer, Cecily Burt, Scott Hall, and Brian Beveridge
joined later.
1. There is information that impacts civic affairs, matters to the civic system”
a. Education
b. Politics
c. Governance
d. Taxes
e. Corporate
f. Health
2. There is information that is close to home, matters to the individual
a. School lunch menu
b. Weather
c. Is an event sold out yet
d. Food
e. Music
f. Art
g. Health
h. Crossword
i. Children events
j. Money
k. Crime
l. Personal passions
3. How do we know it matters?
a. People spend time
b. People spend money
c. People exhibit passion
d. We can measure by
e. Circulation
f. Unique visitors
4. What impacts the demand for information?
a. Creating new market (packaging a problem?)
b. Conveys relevance
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c. Story, not fact driven
d. News always “bad”
e. Offer empowerment
f. Offer ways to control
g. Offer ways to make a difference
5. Who Pays?
a. Social investors, not looking for a market rate of return
b. Iconoclast publisher
c. Foundations—set up, seed, ongoing
d. Government?
e. Users
f. Advertisers
6. CHALLENGE —How do we make media support “cool” or “socially responsible”?
a. Recognize a movement and seek investment
b. Seek investment in experiments
c. Focus on values, not egos
d. Should be decentralized, community focused?
7. What sort of structure would we envision?
TO BE CONTINUED
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Who do we want to pay for quality
journalism at the granular level?
April 20, 2006
The Next Newsroom, St. Louis
SESSION NOTES
Topic: Who do we want to pay for quality journalism at the granular level?
Convener: Richard Anderson
Recorder: Jim Shaffer
Initial attendees: Christine Saed, Asalea Blalock, Stephen, Peggy Kuhr, Mike VanBuren, Bill
Densmore, David Johnson, Chris Peck, Martin Reynolds
NOTES:
Granular?? RA: Means markets of 30-50,000, defined around geography (his market for Village
Soup) “Where we call home.”
Revenue sources now for VS:
Sale of links
Sale of ads targeted to specific profiles
Sale of mass ads
Sale of packages to local businesses
$19.95/yr – “Business Enhanced Listing” (Regular listing is free)
Link to businesses’ web site from VS
Menus or other content hosted on VS
Free classified postings
Yearly contract rate in weekly print product
$25/yr per “slot” for classified listings
$39.95 for service which allows posting of comments on website plus copy of the weekly, plus
notification of breaking news
What didn’t work: Sale of reader/user subscriptions
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Question to Mike: Would it be feasible to ask foundations to subsidize community websites?
Mike: We don’t usually hand out $$ unless we can get something covered that we want covered.
Village Soup numbers:
Market, two counties, 50,000 population
Web site started in ‘97. Weekly tab started in ‘03. (Web site came first!!)
Paper 6,000 controlled circ.
Revenue $2,000,000, Expenses, same. (Expect break even this year)
Of this revenue, 25% due to website. (This is 5x what a typical newspaper-based website pulls
in.)
Village Soup has some content unique to web while some is unique to print. Most common to
both.
Peggy, Chris: Referring to “Web 2.0,” MySpace” & other “relational” sites, do you see any of
that potential for VS? RA: Not yet. Not for our market.
Bill D: Sees four types of revenue/investment models:
1.Ads. (Shaffer: Three types. Bi-lateral (classified), targeted unilateral, mass)
2.Subscriptions for content (RA: Hasn’t worked for us.)
3.Volunteer, ala Public Radio
4.Mission-based investors
Chris P: Suppose you bundle ads and content, like newspaper special sections, and sell the whole
publication to a business or industry? Others: Hmm. A new model!!
Rich: We also sell tickets and get a fee. Also have an auction site.
Chris P, quoting Elizabeth Osder from Yahoo: Yahoo will provide a platform/template for free
for individuals or businesses to self publish. Yahoo will sell the national ads and allow the local
operator to sell local ads.
See Missourian “Sunday eMprint.edu” —VERY well designed e-publication
Section tabs on right margin
Function tabs at bottom margin
Click on classified picture of house for sale, the pix changes to interior shots.
Layered ad content – can’t do with print.
Story jumps, but ads stay put.
Result:

Missourian could sell R/E ads O/L where they couldn't sell print

JS: The site technology will continue to get better, and it will become more common to sell O/L
where print didn’t work.
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CP: But the classified sites don’t support journalism
JS: True. Journalism adds no value to classified, but journalism does add value – creates markets
—for the one way ads.
11:15 Attendees: Mike, Chis, Stephen, Asalea, Christine, Pam, Bill, Richard
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How Do You See The Healing Process Of
Future Journalism?
Convener: Azalea Blalock of “Healthy Thru Nature Institute”
Participant List
1. Martin Reynolds
2. Cecil
3. Christine Saeda
4. Maltho
5. Scott
6. Peggy
7. Stephen
8. Peggy
I liken the world of journalist and people to soil. In order to have a good crop of veggies or
plants you have to have good soil. The journalist and people of the world are the soil. Is our root
firmly rooted or are we just putting out weeds all over the place? This ™ “Diversity Ancient
Healing Session” was used to help journalist take a look at themselves first & get in touch with
the root of themselves and how they see things through these following techniques.
1. Ancient Healing Body Release – We all are living computers that in put and out put
information. Just as you can tell the age of a tree by its rings. The body has a memory system
through its organs and through its meridians that are attached to the bodies’ organs. If a person
has a negative thought this affects there whole body as well as a positive affects the body
positively. The group was asked to join as partners and one would hold there arm out straight and
the one holding the arm out would thing negative and then push the arm up and the other would
push down. What was found was the one thinking the negative thought had no power (no matter
how strong they are). When they thought positively they could not put them down. You can test
if an organ is weak or strong and so forth. The purpose of this is to show how the powers of
thought affect us and journalist affect the thinking of the world.
Are the journalistS producing weeds that grow everywhere or are they producing productive
fruitage?
2. Part 2 of ™ “Diversity Ancient Healing Session” consisted of body testing what age each
persons body memory was holding onto. Some were 2, 3, & others at the womb. They would
then with their non-dominate hand the age and were asked to draw, write, doodle, whatever came
to their minds when they saw this age. Everyone did something completely opposite. This
enables the bodies’ computer that inputted information from along time ago that maybe the
person has not remembered to let go and become unstuck. The bodies’ energy is like a river
when the rocks of life get in the way it affects the current of energy through the bodies system.
Through ancient modalities such as body memory, acupressure, reflexology etc. This allows the
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bodies energy to move freely and move forward to higher creativity. When the bodies’ energies
are stuck then we have dis-ease.
3. Part 3 the group was asked the question how Do You See The Healing Process Of Future
Journalism? & The second question was what action would you take in this healing? Below were
the following answers:
Martin Reynolds: 1. Write better stories that reflect community
2. Have available more resources that pay journalist more. 3. Have conversations with staff about
social issues & tough talks.
Action – I want to treat the newsroom as a family this is what needs to be cultivated.
2. Cecily – Diversity of voices & perspectives thru alternate mediums.
Action – I want to work on talking more to community that are doing interesting things.
4. Peggy – Exploring creativity, artist, and community, people who are not paid to do it but will
do it anyway. There is fear in the newsroom, fear of change, fear of making mistakes. We need
to have more healing workshops in the newsroom.
Action – I want to move people in the newsroom to do things they are afraid of doing.
5. Stephan – Widening circle, changing community.& sees the possibilities
Stephen drew a circle with two arrows pointing inside of it.
Action – To get more young people writing & telling stories.
6.Christine – Journalism that heals, strengthens, services goodness.
Action – For every bad story two good ones.
6. Maltho – 1.Letting go of ego at the personal level. 2. Being open to what is possible.
Action – Practice reflection & ask as a newsroom what sort of newsroom are we and what do we
want to project.
Scott- I want to help people understand & respect one another.
Action – Help people tell their stories.
Part 4 – Here we visualized & drew the future eco-newsroom in a circle and each one drew in
what they wanted to see come to fruition.
Eco-Newsroom
1. Reflection healing space
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2. Plants
3. Animals
4. Live Food/Soups/Fruit
5. Organic gardens in & out
That are done by community which
Will foster relationships, which leads
To great news. The journalist can let off steam
By planting at lunch or break while seeing their steam turn
To something productive.
6. Exercise area/hot tub
7. Ancient massage area
8. Music/relaxing sounds
9. Detox buddies
10. Meet in circles
11. Natural solar lighting
12. Sustainable building with natural light & ergonomical seats & desk
13. Healing colors
14. Monthly workshops
15. Part of a community eco-village
16. A mobile that goes out to the community and reaches the youth
17. A satellite newsroom in a eco-village spaced in the middle of community
As a guider I really enjoyed this experience. I do not call myself a healer because I feel that we
all have the ability to heal ourselves we just forgot and need to re-member. If each being looks at
the other as above them not beneath we would all be created equal. We all need healing no
matter what profession we are in and we all need to remember and guidance. I have received
healing as well and much clarity. The future journalist & reporters form the history of how the
world sees things. From the human body memory computer to the pen is powerful. I personally
thank Journalism that matters for this amazing opportunity to be a part of an Eco-change in the
world.
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Eco-Journalist
Eco-journalist is not an Ego-journalist. He or she is a journalist of many faces searching through
many places. Looking within seeing the world as a friend. You are the soil of the world and the
plankton of the sea. Learn from nature because this is how you are supposed to be. Have you
ever grew a plant without soil or can a whale live without plankton? What would happen you
see, for both would die & nothing would be. You as a journalist would die without relationships
with community. You are not just computer with fingers or a pen with a hand. You are a woman
a man, you are African, Caucasian, Chinese, Samoan, Jewish, Irish, Spanish & more. The world
is a melting pot so go on and soar. If you only see you and the people you like, you loose out on
gifts and the big picture of life. The truth is you do have to report on the real news that happens
from day to day, but ask & reflect how can I make a difference today? The Eco-journalist is one
of compassion, reflection, and integrity everyday & then and only then will abundance come
your way. The law of attraction is put into full affect. What we put into the world nature never
forgets.
By Azalea Blalock
I was inspired to write this brief poem while reflecting on Journalism That Matters & the group
that attended.
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Afternoon reflection period notes
(posted by Bill Densmore)
Azalea enjoyed hearing about Richard Anderson’s VillageSoup.COM because it reflects a
community effort, she said.
Cecily Burt appreciated hearing about Clyde Bentley’s ability to recruit reporters.
Dave Johnson talked about making the Atwater Sunfish Gazette more responsive to the
community if it had a website to amplify and emphasize things. He can see more of a purpose for
it now.
Matlho Kgosi said it is not often that you see the human side of journalists. She appreciated
hearing about the news on a small public radio station that Scott Hall works at KAXE in Grand
Rapids, Minn. Journalists are people too, and she appreciated hearing that.
http://www.kaxe.org/familytree/staff/scott_hall.html
Scott said they moved into a new $900,000 office in Grand Rapids, Minn., built over seven years
right on the Mississippi River, with lots of wildlife around. For 20 years the studios were hot and
nasty. It’s now a lovely place to work. They have about 1,700 members of the radio station in a
70-mile radius. He says he has an excellent manager and the vision of community radio. His was
the first rural commercial station in the U.S. and he CPB refused to fund them initially. “It was a
lot of ready, fire, aim. There were a lot of dead ends.”
Scott said he felt great about Azalea’s presentation of the “Eco-newsroom.” He said the first
project he worked on was oral histories of lumberjacks, iron miners, for three years. He got their
stories on the air. He is still drawing on what he learned from them 18 years ago, in the reporting
he does today. “That’s my bearings, I guess.”
Clyde: He says Scott Hall “has become something of a hero to me.” He is doing great citizen
journalism, but his attitude is that he doesn’t feel he is doing it well enough. He has made an
interactive organization that feeds back to the cultural of the area. He experiments because he
doesn’t have any money.”
Peggy Holman was struck that the nature of the journalism profession is to look outward. The
idea of starting with oneself and relations in the newsroom to learn how to have the capacity to
bring that introspection to the outside world struct her as a radically different way of working in
the newsroom—“actually about people.”
Martin Reynolds found it interesting to see the skill sets of people—who mulls over economics,
or healing. All essential to getting a clear picture. Someone used the anaology of the hourglass.
Input on one side, squeezed through; he’s interested to see what comes out on the other side.
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Steve Silha said that when he worked at the Christian Science Monitor, he told an editor he
would just “go out and see what happens” and the editor was perplexed. He wanted to reinforce
the idea that at the last session there weren’t any citizens; and there are three now.
Peggy Kuhr is struct by the issue of control and journalists are afraid of losing control. She said
we talked about young people and they love having control of multimedia and mixing and
matching and being in control of the news rather than having it pushed on them. It is a different
way of looking at control.
Jim Shaffer is impressed with the diversity of skills in the room and hopes that by Saturday at
noon we will meld this diversity into a sum which is greater than the parts.
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FRIDAY: How to turn around current
journalism/newsrooms and save what is good
Convenor: Michael Skoler
[Note: this conversation veered back into business model discussions.]
Assumptions: Mainstream journalism is worth saving Mainstream journalism can change
Mainstream journalism must change
Goals: What is being done? How do we evaluate? How do we drive/support change?
Michael described public insight journalism at Minnesota Public Radio. (See )
Chris P: MSJ still have role as counterbalances to powerful forces/newsmakers in society (e.g.
Karl Rove). MSJ knows it must change. I’m not sure MSJ can change.
Jim: System says certain slow deterioration is better than radical change.
Peggy: Why not do what we’re doing here in newsroom?
Staci Kramer: Has to be done right. Risk is high.
Michael S: New Tyco CEO has replaced 290 of 300 executives. That’s one kind of change.
Staci: There are ways to introduce change, and ways not to. Don’t try to undermine whatever is
being done. St. Louis Post-Dispatch tried to implement too much change too fast, while still
doing what they’re doing.
Peggy: Change doesn’t have to damage.
Staci: What words do you use. “Public journalism” had negative connotations. What do you want
to achieve?
Michael: When I came to MPR, I said we can produce stronger journalism. Journalists in
newsroom said, “We are producing good journalism.” Took a year.
Scott: I appreciate the power of mainstream journalism. MPR holds state government
accountable. This is why there’s a lot worth saving.
Jim: Powerful journalism getting smaller and less effective, or co-opted.
How to change:
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1. Don’t undermine people & their daily work
2. Understand human cost
3. Requires different people to do things differently (“If you can’t do it, be prepared to do
something else.”)
Examples of change taking hold:
∑ Where people are asked to be part of it, not being directed to do it
∑ Book on adaptive change: Leadership on the Line, by Heifetz and Linsky
∑ Preserve the core—stimulate progress, strengthen journalism as we change
∑ Have a robust discussion among stakeholders
Jim: We need to create models. A few organizations can make transition. New York Times will
end print edition someday, but everyone will read it on-line. Anticipating in newsroom
organizing. Wall Street Journal, more poorly managed, is doing that too.
Staci: Look at stories about changes in Dow Jones’ organizational structure. Electronic
publishing no longer separate. One brand. 761,000 paying subscribers. Barrons has 69, 000.
They also have a free news site: MarketWatch. Taps into inventory of consumer advertising (so
they have access to those who don’t want to pay for info). They “give away” certain stories each
day, sending them to bloggers, using “tiny URL” so bloggers can link to them easily. They’ve
increased their relevancy & awareness factor by making news accessible outside the wall.
They also have a free site, OpinionJournal, with political pieces.
NYT did obverse with Times Select. (Made people pay.)
Jim: They have different advertising models.
Staci: WSJ making great use of targeted advertising.
Chris: Those aren’t local media, but niche markets.
Peggy: They know their audience, and are in service to their audience.
Staci: When you create sites with no geographic boundaries, you attract surprise audience. There
are newspapers with pay-only audiences on-line. (It didn’t work in Atlanta, it did in
Milwaukee/Green Bay, with sports package.)
Chris: You need passionate following.
Michael: More than half of our online audience at MPR is outside our region. (They find it
through search engines.) Demands a shift in perspective in what we cover, but we haven’t done
much of that.
Scott: What if they want what you’re already doing?
Staci: What if you’re a Midwest paper, and lots of your audience goes to Florida in winter?
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Advertisers don’t want to pay for that.
… How do you capture search engine visitors? (Trend toward Amazon-style, “If you liked this,
you might like this.”)
Chris: Have you monetized the Internet?
Staci: Can you bring in additional income based on ROI (return on investment)?
Michael: Does serving outside online audience attract from or contribute to mission?
Rich: Can you allow that audience to shop in your community online? Support journalism that
way. (Hasn’t worked yet, but I think it will.)
Michael: My favorite “what not to do” story is MSNBC citizen journalism page. “Runaway
bride” stories. CNN: what readers are doing about high gas prices. (Feels better)
Jim: Newspaper ad people don’t think in terms of targeted audience. Can there be a way to
extract targeted audiences from newspaper databases?
Staci: We need to be able to pay for journalism that matters.
Linda: Is this a publisher’s conversation or a journalist’s conversation? We need to have both.
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How is change possible? -- Skoler session
SESSION: How to turn around current journalism/newsrooms and save what is good?
CONVENER: Mike Skoler, Minnesota Public Radio
ATTENDING: Mike Van Buren, Rich Anderson, Staci Kramer, Peggy Holman, Chris Peck, Jim
Shaffer, Stephen Silha, Janet Wu, Dave Johnson, Scott Hall and Matlho Kjosi, Linda Ju.
Assumptions: Main stream media is worth saving, it can change and it must change.
Goals: What is being done? How do we evaluate it? How do we drive/support change?
Chris Peck: Right now the MSM has the resources to counterbalance powerful newsmakers and
sources. You don’t want to lose that. MSM knows it must change, but
Chris Peck: Chris Peck: Right now the MSM has the resources to counterbalance powerful
newsmakers and sources. You don’t want to lose that. MSM knows it must change. But for all of
its weaknesses, the MSM is still gigantically hugely profitable. And there are all kinds of careers
and structures that are built to replicate that again and again. So if you go into that machinery
and stick a wrench in it, you just can’t really very well overcome the fear.
Peggy Holman: What about doing this within a newsroom?
Staci Kramer: Because if you don’t do it right, you’re screwed.
Mike Skoler: New Tyco CEO has replaced most of the senior executives.
Staci Kramer: One way not to introduce change is not trying to undermine everything that is
being done. When Cole Campbell was here, he introduced many ideas which would have been
good if they succeeded, but they were dragged down by other things.
Chris Peck: You need to be up front about the fact that some people are not going to be able to
go over the waterfall. “If you just can’t do that, you have to acknowledge that and say you are
going to go do something else with your life.” There is a core in a lot of news organizations that
are hardwired to something in the past.
Mike Skoler: Are there any examples where change has been able to take hold.
Staci Kramer: Where people are told to do it instead of being asked to be part of the process from
the start, that creates a problem.
Jim Shaffer: There is a terrific book out: “Leadership on the Line,” by Ron Heifetz and Marty
Linsky, which deals with principals of adaptive change.
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Scott Hall: There is good main stream journalism being done. “I am a big fan of powerful
journalistic organizations holding powerful people accountable. If we go to this model of
community journalism, we are steping out of the way of powerful people. There is a real serious
issue to me of mainstream journalism being powerful enough to hold powerful people
accountable . . . They are big enough to hold our entire state government accountable. I can’t do
that.”
Jim Shafer: “One of my concerns is that big powerful media is becoming less powerful.”
Chris Peck: “Or co-opted.”
Chris Peck: How can we change and preserve what’s best. We have to be careful to say we are
not throwing everything out here. It is the old model of preserve the core. I think what you need
are projects, examples that are spanning that. So the traditionalists can say that is preserving the
core, and the people who want change can see that something is changing.
Jim Shafer: Have a robust discussion about it among the stakeholders about what the core is that
needs to be preserved. … many of us are of the opinion that mainstream journalism will fail and
that unless we create models that have to grown from community models, there may be nothing
that inspires them to change. I am personally hoping that a few organizations will make the
transition and inspire others.”
Are there any organization you look at as making it?
Jim Shafer: He thinks the NYTimes will survive. They have taken a huge hit to earnings, they
are under a lot of pressure. They have done a lot to the organization of their newsroom. One day
they will print their last print edition and nobody will notice because they are everywhere else.
He thinks the WSJ is missing opportunities, but they are making change.
Staci Kramer: Go back and look at WSJ’s re-organized structure. Now the Electronic and WSJ
are a brand, economically connected and no longer separate. They have 761,000 pay subscribers
and Barons has more. They made sure they have a free new site by acquiring MarketWatch.
They wanted to tap into inventory of consumer advertising that MarketWatch has and tap into
audience of people who won’t pay for information.
Chris Peck: There are some similarities between the social-economic profiles of the WSJ and
NYT readership. Probably the high-end niche markets at the high-end of the social scale may
make the transition. But that is NOT the mainstream media as most people think of it. Is their
path a lot different? Is there are learnings you could take from either of those models?
Peggy Holman: Yes. Understanding your audience.
Staci Kramer: She personally likes the newspaper model which requires people to subcribe and
pay for certain resources. She like that. You have to have a really passionate following to get
away with it. It worked in Green Bay but not in Atlanta.
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Mike Skoler: More than half of MPR’s audience is from outside the five-state region. Why? The
simple reason is that people are finding it through search engines and are coming because they
have good stories about subjects that warrant national attention. Dan Zwerdling’s piece at
American Radio Works about what would happen if a major hurricane hit New Orleans.
Chris Peck: The question you keep hearing from the MSM is: “Are you monetizing the Internet.”
But focusing on monetizing it, it may you take you a place which may be beyond your core
mission.
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How to test new journalism economic models
CONVENER: Jim Shaffer
ATTENDEES: Mike Skoler, Bill Densmore, Linda Ju, Martin Reynolds, Mike Van Buren, Scott
Hall, Dave Johnson, Rich Anderson, Staci Kramer, Stephen Silha, Matlho Kjosi, Peggy Kuhr,
Brian Beveridge, Christine Saed, Azalea Blalock (Chris Peck joins where indicated)
Jim Shaffer: Why bother to experiment with multiple economic models?
How to test economic models:
1. Discover or generate tests—for example, Rich Anderson’s Village Soup in Camden
2. Document and measure what was learned. When something doesn’t work the temptation is to
waive the hand, should have known that. Sometimes it is most important to document the things
which don’t work as well as the things that do.
3. Identify and challenge assumptions. Sometimes a success or a failure may be do to reasons we
don’t fully understand. B.F. Skinner’s idea of chickens randomly reinforced with feeding at
certain times. They behaved the way they were behaving when the food came down.
Part of the clue to testing economic models is to challenge the assumptions about whe we have
learned.
4. Then in a position to communicate the results. The result is increased chance of learning and
discovery and adaptive change.
5. CRITICAL —Embrace failure as a learning opportunity.
Christine Saed of the successful manager with low turnover: How: “good decisions.” How did
you get to good decisions? “Bad decisions.”
Jim Shaffer: At the LATimes, there was plenty of superstition in the circulation department and
the newsroom about why things were growing for 30 years. The real reason was just that the
market was growing.
Martin Reynolds: Cecily and I had to convince our company tosend us here and I’m beginning to
sweat a little bit: What am i going to bring back to my VP of news that is going to be useful here.
Saying, “the best thing we can do this is to just make some bad decisions.” That isn’t going to
work.
Peggy Holman: What I would say is failure or success are simply a moment in time in a larger
scheme of things. The important point is to add reflection into the cycle, whether you are
working on a success or a failure. Study successes with the same intensity as failure.
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Mike Skoler: Some of it is about being willing to share. When someone happens on a model that
is successful, you tend to keep it to yourself, of not wanting to share because you give up what
was your own. Sometimes when something fails, you are afraid to share because you might look
stupid. We need to create a culture that more knowledge helps us all.
Martin Reynolds: The culture is not sharing, holding onto stories. “But now is a time in our
industry where we need to share information to go into adaptive change.”
Jim Shaffer: What would be an effective repository for shared knowledge? Is it a committee of
the NAA? An academic function? Maybe some journalism school?
Mike Skoler: What about a speakers bureau? There are people who have experience to share?
You pay expenses to bring someone else. The understanding is if someone will pay your
expenses you have to be willing to share.
Staci Kramer: An introduction. She lives in St. Louis. She is executive of PaidContent.org. It
covers the economic of digital entertainment and media. It is a 24-7 site. They have an RSS feed.
They send out a newsletter five days a week about 8:30 a.m. Eastern. Who reads: They write
about everything from nano-publishing to major public companies, from network’s video
streaming to user-generated media. Always from the aspect of how are you making money at
this, how does it change the economics of what we are doing. In many ways what we are doing is
a log of experiments. She comes from mainstream journalism. Sometimes she sees what she is
doing as applying traditional journalism to non-traditional methods. She sees things differently
because she is looking at them in multiple ways. “Things are shifting, you have to either take
control or lose control.”
When you think about information as being collected in a repository, you are missing the point
of what can be accomplished right now – a dynamic repository. Come up with a list of common
tag terms that you might use, to signify what you are writing about. Maybe you could start a tag
called “news matters.” How many of you know what tagging is? What does tagging do? One of
the biggest issues of the current information structure is unfortunately there’s not someone who
sits down and looks at every piece of paper and decides how it should be categorized. It isn’t
organized like a library. So people create their own classifications. It is personal-information
architecture. You say what you are about to put up is these four things. Someone in an area
designated is a word which describes those things. One thing you could do is create a delicious
account, now part of Yahoo. You post something to your delicious account. It is free and open to
anybody and they will see the headline of that story.
A LINK TO DELICIOUS:
http://del.icio.us/
What’s going on in the hyperlocal: A lot of investor money is going into it. It is unneverving.
People who follow curves in funding like to see funding going to things that you can see
potential results from. There is no proof that everybody who wants to do it can make money
from it. As we’ve already seen with Bayosphere, there will be a fair amount of funding that will
go down the drain. In a way what’s faddish is that you can make money doing it.
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Scott Hall: What is hyperlocal?
Rich Anderson: It is my community, your community, 20,000-40,000. Everybody thinks there is
a cheap easy way to do this. They keep funding the cheap local way.
The Tyee: Vancouver, B.C. (union and user funded)
http://thetyee.ca/
New Have Independent (foundation funded)
http://www.mediagiraffe.org/profiles/index.php?action=profile&id=313
Mountain Area Information Network (multi-service)
http://www.mediagiraffe.org/profiles/index.php?action=profile&id=89
New West – Jonathan Weber
http://www.mediagiraffe.org/profiles/index.php?action=profile&id=91
Jim Shaffer: How could we report on hyperlocal?
Staci Kramer: One way would be to have somebody to take responsibility for following the
hyper-local area. How do you measure success? You could set up some RSS feeds with tags and
search terms and start to collect some things. What matters of what you are looking at?
Rich Anderson: What about having the Media Giraffe look at it?
http://www.mediagiraffe.org/profiles/summary.php?action=search&type=local
Staci Kramer: Also look at Dan Gillmor’s service. Most people think advertising is the key way.
http://citmedia.org/blog/about/
Rich Anderson: You can’t rely totally on advertising. It is relying on business. But it is new ways
to get revenue from that traditional base of support.
Staci Kramer: CitizenImage.com asks you to post photographs and you will get 50% of what
they make on it.
Rich Anderson: I say that is folly. The reason local newspapers ore local online services have
failed is it wasn’t sustainable. You have to think of a new species. Our idea is the community
network idea to replace what was the community newspaper. The reason we are still so
dominated by advertising revenue is we still have the newspaper there. That’s not bad. But how
you’re going to afford the good quality journalism is to find new revenue to support it. And you
find that from the same businesses to whom you provide other services. Advertising is absolutely
necessary, to have that advertising base both online and in print, but it is not sufficient.
Jim Shaffer: Go back to tracking? If the University of Missouri were to set up a tracking service
would that be competition to your site, Staci?
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Staci Kramer: Not at all. Part of the new economy is we all need each other. But who will follow
the tracks and what are you doing it for?
Jim Shaffer: Who would want a tracking service? Investors? Entrepreneurs?
Richard Anderson: I came because I thought this group was going to create some ideas and start
making them happen. Maybe this group is going to be an entrepreneurial effort to start things and
use Media Giraffe as its tracker. To try and answer this question of what is the new community
medium.
Staci Kramer: It may be that the need is not a need to create a link to everything going on but to
narrow it to just service the people you want to reach. What would be in the manageable chunks
and who would they be fore?
Brian Beveridge: Have you established philosophically what you want these entities to achieve?
Its more than how do you make money, right? Is that what you want to accomplish? Did you
already establish some kind of professional orphilosophical criteria for what journalism should
look like? With all the cool experiments, and capital generation, that’s sort of fractile process –
you have no idea where it is going. Yesterday there was talk about supporting or establishing a
movement.
Mike Skoler: The economic underpinnings for quality journalism are shifting. So much is
moving online. The ad model, even if it fully transfers on line, there ar e more players in it, so
the actual money that goes to journalism is going to diminish dramatically. As we try to figure
out new way to involve citizens, we need to be open to a whole new range of ways of finding
revenue. This discussion is about being able to understand what the experiments are only in the
sense of we don’t know what the new world is but if we can track experiments, it gives us a leg
up.
Brian Beveridge: But what are the indicators of quality journalism? Do you have a golden vision
of journalism or is it to go anywhere tha tpursues money?
Linda Ju: We discussed yesterday, and it came down to the question of are we going to be value
driven or just pursue the money. Everyone is here because we want to create content that matters,
that is value generated. We are all involved in experiments and should talk about how do we
support the experiements we are involved in right now. There is no consensus that there is even
change necessary. We are not always supported in our own work.
Peggy Holman: Can you talk about what Independent Press Association is doing?
Linda Ju: In 1996 there was a Media Democracy Congress in San Francisco organized by
AlterNet. Independent publishers, mostly magazine publishers, came together and were trying to
figure out what do about a blocked distribution market. In the 1990s there were hundreds of
magazine distribution companies and now there are four. Formed to get smaller enterprises
together mostly mission focused. Started building an infrastructure for the ethnic and community
press. “We’re drawing in all the people from MSM – like myself— who are fed up.” It involves
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500 mission driven publications, alternative publishing, with program-related investments. “It
started like this – a bunch of people coming together anymore. It being with not being able to
take it anymore, and being willing to fall on our face.” Seed money came from the Knight
Foundation and the McArthur Foundation.
Jim Shaffer: Greenhousing involves a sharing of best practices. Maybe we should narrow down
the information-gathering projects just in this room.
Pegg Holman: She wants to explore that idea – of this group figuring out a greenhousing
resource for sharing information about media projects.
Rich Anderson: One of the problems with the nonprofit model is you can get funding for
symposiums, which has nothing to do with your mission.
Linda Ju: We developed relationships with these foundations where we were able to say, now
you have to listen to us.
Christine Saed: If you are going to go in the non-profit direction, no profits draw from both
private and public for money. Foundations are just one possible piece. There is planned giving.
Staci Kramer: Dropped in without the plot of the play. Apologizes if not completely with the
program. She worked for the St. Louis Journalism Review. Are you trying to grow companies
that can be self sustaining without foundation support?
Linda Ju: Yes. The foundations push you in that direction.
Staci Kramer: If you look at foundations like angel investors, that can be useful.
Peggy Holman: Would it be useful to some of the experiments represented here to have an
organization?
Scott Hall: He is here fo r his boss. She would be extremely interested in Rich Anderson’s
service (Village Soup) for example.
Dave Johnson: As a small newspaper, we are looking for sustainability. We have published for
six months. There is still enough volunteer passion to keep it going.
Staci Kramer: The model of getting paid is following the initial citizen journalism excitement.
Now companies are coming along and are thinking they can make money, with low entry and
labor costs. They don’t understand the realities yet.
Mike Skoler: It is seen as a way to get cheap content.
Scott Hall: Where I work, we have 75 volunteers who do 75 percent of the musical program.
Everyone once in a while they say they are being used. As Clyde Bentley said yesterday:
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Journalism is a hard job, you are not going to get a person to sit in a county board meeting for
three hours.
CHRIS PECK REJOINS THEMEETING.
Jim Shaffer: So if there were a greenhousing organization that was sharing best practices, all
aspects of organizing, would that be a good thing. Summary for Chris Peck. Working on forming
a greenhouse for sharing of information about alternative media models.
Rich Anderson: I am hopeful that will come out of this meeting. We have the components here
that already exist. For his part, he is interested in exploring ways the VillageSoup plaform “can e
shared and made available to other members of this common . . . .we would be interested in
making our platform available to others that want to to experiment with community networks.”
Staci Kramer: “That alone has something that is valuable beyond numbers.” Anyone who has
created a content management system knows that.
Rich Anderson: The idea is based on creating a system like the Visa model:
http://www.globalhome.com/news/chaordic/bookreview.html
There are a lot of variations of what is going on. But what if there were one platform that was
based on this community concept?
Staci Kramer: You need to figure out who ought to be in the greenouse?
Linda Ju: How was this group brought together?
Steve Silha: It was brought together by people who are trying to organize change. They tried to
get people from all aspects of the system: Wall Street, bloggers, MSM. Really tried to get a
diverse approach.
Chris Peck: The people who want to be in the greenhouse would be people who are comfortable
with that form of association. What Rich was talking about is the platform could be available to
anyone interested in starting a greenouse or community based news organization. What sort of
community would likely be open and receptive to that idea. Early, the had a geography in mind
and thought of 50 or so communities – urban, or resort or college communities as examples.
What about the greenhouse idea? Is that the key to the launches of the alternative magazine you
are seeking getting going? How do they acquire staff?
Linda Ju: Yes, basically. Writers who work for IPA magazines get much more feedback. But
they are trying to make it sustainable to.
Mike Skoler: An attempt to pull together. Linda, you are beginning to work in broadcast media.
Staci and Bill are tracking in different ways and styles a lot of what is going on. There are a
number of people here doing experiiments. Linda has learned for how to be a base for doing
greenhouse work and working with social-venture capitalists. Rather than moving toward
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creating something new, could we bring forces together within the work and create a
collaboration among pieces of expertise in the room, to get the information needed, the contacts,
the investment, without defining necessarily now what projects should be allowed in. It’s always
to easier to build when you have the pieces already together rather than go out and create fresh.
Jim Shaffer: As content goes online and things become many to many, what were magazines and
newspapers start to look more and more alike.
Mike Skoler: Now the online component is shared across all media now.
Rich Anderson: Do any of your magazines have online components? What about taking the
Village Soup, and the learn-share-buy platform and see if some of the magazines would adopt
that concept. You are using the same platform, but it just happens to be a magazine.
Linda Ju: I have been thinking a lot about your model.
Mike Skoler: And what a perfect setting for you to make the offer of essentially creating a co-op,
for people to are strapped for resources.
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What does the role of the professional
journalist look like?
These are Bill Densmore’s notes of the session: “What does the Role of the Professional
Journalist Look Like?” which was convened on Friday afternoon by Dave Johnson.
PARTICIPANTS: Chris Peck, Cecily Burt, Bill Densmore, Scott Hall, Christine Saed, Jim
Shaffer, Mike Van Buren, Matlho Kjosi, Dave Johnson, Linda Jue, Peggy Kuhr, Brian
Beveridge, Stephen Silha, Azalea Blalock.
We considered:
JOURNALIST AS FILTER PROVIDES
—Fact checking and facts – a process
—Context – accumulated wisdom
—Story telling
—A definition(s) of the news
JOURNALIST AS FACILITATOR
—Helps with filter criteria but doesn’t do the filtering
—Like an air traffic controller
—Not a solo act
—A place to dialog
—A facilitator of conversations
—an aggregator
—Possible synonyms: information valet, reference librarian, convener, surgeon, conductor,
weaver, navigators.
JOURNALIST AS TEACHER
Peggy Kuhr mentioned that the Online News Association is working on a recommendedcurriculum guide for new media for college-level journalism education.
We talked about the definition of news:
Old-style definition: “If no grumble or rumble, no story.” Based on conflict, and based on
statements by those perceived to be in authority.
Jim Shaffer: Test out this idea – does the journalist of the future have to become a marketer? Can
you live with that notion?
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Peggy Kuhr: John Lavine at the Medill School of Journalism is working on a new curriculum
which teachers journalists to be customer centered:
http://www.medill.northwestern.edu/medill/inside/news/dean_john_lavine_unveils_vision_for_
medill_2020.html
Mike Skoler: Worries that marketing implies manipulation. But the the notion of the audience
being at the center of the process certainly implies needing to have a relationship with the
audience and that’s good. The classic journalist is a lone wolf.
Bill Densmore: Some journalists have liked having control of the news and of the public agenda.
But that control is slipping away. They traded that control leverage by giving up the right to “be
involved” and to make a difference in a really direct, personal, one-on-one way. The new
journalist has to be content – happy – with being more of a facilitator, convener, organizer. How
does that change the type of person who choose journalism, and the skills the need? And does it
mean the old role of distance, avoidance of involvement, has to change. Talks about his career as
a journalist avoiding “joining” and involvements. Now helps with schools and with chamber of
commerce and public issues and non-profits. It’s a very different role. Can I still be a journalist
on the side?
What about the role of journalist as synthesizer of the truth. We talked about whether there is
absolute truth and whether something is lost if the journalist doesn’t continue to accept a role as
seeker and arbiter of the truth.
Mike Skoler: Likes the idea of the journalist as a surgeon, “taking a cut at the truth.” The
“audience” is the patient. The surgeon’s role has to be respected. He makes the cut – identifies
the truth – and the audience – the patient – has to be willing to accept that judgment. Somebody
has to be the cutter of the truth – the giver of a sense of the importance of facts.
Azalea Blalock – It’s a two way street – just as the journalist has to respect the
customer/reader/user in a marketing sense, so to the “customer” has to have respect for the
integrity and competence of the journalist-surgeon.
Jim Shaffer drew a four-quadrant chart to illustrate types of stories. We discussed the “sweet
spot” as being a circle at the center of the ofur corners of the quadrants the place where, as Mike
Skoler put it “the radio stays on when you stop the car in the driveway” because the story is so
compelling the listener can’t stop listening. The very best stories touch all quadrants:
Individual interior | individual exterior |
Collective interior | collective exterior |
Mike Skoler: The facilitator role is going to become increasingly important and requires a
journalist who isn’t a lone wolf. At Minnesota Public Radio, they have created a new role called
“analyst” in the newsroom. Initially it was thought of as being co-equal with a reporter editor but
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Skoler is now thinking of it as possibly an excellent entry-level position for beginning journalists
because it forces them to learn how to be in touch with the audience.
Peggy Kuhr: Says a similar position former existed at the Spokane Spokesman-Review when she
was there.
We talked a bit more about the potential role of journalist as educator – is that a required role?
Bill Densmore: Always thought of myself as a teacher during years as a reporter editor. The
skills and objective seem similar. But teacher in the sense of facilitating learning, not in the sense
of lecturing.
Mike Skoler: Not sure if it is right to expect journalists to be responsible for engaging citizens in
a teacher-learner role. Journalists are a piece of democracy and that may not be part of their
piece.
Bill Densmore: But we have a problem now. Citizens are out of practice at “consuming”
watchdog journalism. They don’t see it that often, they don’t know always how to recognize it or
how to demand it. There is a need for the teaching of smart media consumption and creation?
Who has that role? State curriculum frameworks mandate the teaching of “civic education” and
our schools claim to be about graduating good citizens, but they really are teaching to tests and
the tests are more oriented to job skills. Thomas Jefferson was quoted as saying schools were
about providing people sufficiently educated to be effective citizens in democratic process. Don’t
journalists have some obligation – out of necessity – to make sure their customers know how to
identify and use the product in a civic context?
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West Oakland Break Out Session
Session; West Oakland break out (butterfly? bumblebee? butterbee!)
Convener: Martin Reynolds, scribe: Cecily Burt
Participants: Martin, Cecily, Azalea Blaylock, Christine Saed, Brian Beveridge. Floating in and
out: Peggy Kuhr, Peggy Holman, Matlho Kjosi
Discussion: Martin is looking for clarification on the West Oakland project; in other words, what
the heck do we tell the editors back at the paper?
Well, we’ve learned a lot that will shape our next steps, among them:
Journalism is a conversation, no fences anymore. Paper is shifting from gatekeeper to navigator,
facilitator for residents to create and share news and information without the Tribune as a go
between or gatekeeper.
The original idea of a West Oakland website needs to be clarified and expanded to include other
forms of media because many residents ( even those who are community activists) will never be
hooked up to computers or the internet. They don’t have email, they don’t have computer skills.
Have to put yourself in the mind of a 90-year-old who says they will never use a computer. You
have to put yourself in the young person’s mind – those who are hanging on the corner – and
find a way to make them want to go to the library or want to share information with their
community.
Journalism is a conversation, no fences anymore. Paper is shifting from gatekeeper to navigator,
facilitator for residents to create and share news and information without the Tribune as a go
between..
One thing missing in West Oakland is a unifying space, or document or tool. Need a local place
and a website (using Village Soup as model?) to disseminate information. Need a place to post
items, about community organizations, master calendars. Can provide link to newsletters of
different organizations.
An eco village could unite everyone in the community. If you start with an eco village from the
ground up… could be a meeting place… could be a news bureau, could be a place for
community joining and healing, one space to merge with difference spaces.
But eco village doesn’t solve the core issue. People are disconnected.
West Oakland is in a state of emergency from the toxics in the environment…There are two
societies in West Oakland: one upward, one crumbling and beset by violence, murders. There is
a profound lack of respect for oneself and others.
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When UC Berkeley students worked with McClymonds High School students on the Y-PLAN
(Youth, Plan, Learn, Action, Now) to come up with proposals for a McClymonds mini park and
community reuse of the historic Southern Pacific Train Depot, the younger students said it was
the first time they every felt good about their neighborhood, because they learned about the
history of West Oakland. The new news ecology should provide many more opportunities for
such an exchange.
What do we want to be? The real challenge is building unity., a base, a community is unified to
understand what their needs and problems and how to address them.
Who is it we want to empower? Once we decide that, we can establish the tools.
Can’t push content on the community. Have to have forum for people to create content that will
work on the website. How else can residents create and share information and stories with their
neighbors?
What we can do:
Building an eco village is good, building a bureau in the library is good, but not the complete
answer. Have to go door to door (to reach people), some older residents will not go outside at
night. There is no penetration from person to person, group to group, organization to
organization. Have to connect people. Have to talk about how to reach people who have never
been empowered.
Important to establish a baseline, ask people: Are you connected? Do you get information and
how do you get it? Tribune does have way to disseminate information, could include fliers in
newspapers.
Ideas and stories have to come from people. We could post bulletin boards around town with
stories. Show video and audio played to help people who can’t read. People wait for hours at the
West Oakland Health Center. Have a video replayed, information kiosks, story tellers.
Possible community locations for computers, news bureaus, kiosks, etc (not a complete list: West
Oakland Library, Eco Village/yurt, Acorn, Poplar Rec Center, de Fremery Park, McClymonds
High School, Prescott Joseph Center.
West Oakland Library has a corner that would be perfect for a satellite news bureau. Have grad
students on-site to help people dictate their stories. Grad students and high school students could
gain public service credits or maybe stipend if they work as on-site techs.
Have to remind people of their history, get them invested in their community. People mobilize
around issues, ie, environmental issues, asthma etc. Maybe we could put out a negative
challenge, ie, ``Is your community making you sick?’’
Tribune could sponsor festivals, etc. teen talent show, poetry slam, dance. What about mobile
news vans in the community? Use the bookmobile or something similar. Would be a fat mobile,
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with spinners (spinning wheel rims) to grab people’s attention, rap music playing. Oak Trib logo.
Side would come up and inside would be a mobile news gathering operation.
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Random Notes on discussions of revenue
sources, affinity groups
Here are a few random notes from our Thursday sessions, just the things I (Bill Densmore)
thought worthy of highlight in my own mind:
We talked a little bit about funding models. Bill Densmore threw out the idea of the “publicradio” model as a funding mechanism and asked Mike Van Buren of Kellogg if as a foundation
what if anything they would expect if they funded a news organization. He said they would
expect coverage of the topics which were within their funding mission. My observation was that
this was in some ways as problematic as a large advertiser dictating coverage, that the value of
having a broad-based advertising and subscription support was that it created a climate of
relative editorial independence. How to maintain?
The answer, perhaps, is finding multiple revenue streams:
Sources: Foundations, advertisers, individuals
Types: Subscription, per item, voluntary contributions, sponsorships, standard advertising.
Chris Peck talked a little about the affinity group model. “If you love the environment, I have
this bundle of resources.”
Bill Densmore observed that newspapers have traditionally had a franchise in local affinity
groups. But not when it comes to topical affinity groups. What if newspapers could partner with
an affinity group aggregator—like Grist.org, for example, in the environmental realm. The local
paper would offer Grist as its “environmental service offering; Grist would link to the
newspaper’s geographic-specific environmental coverage. Each wins; each might be able to
build revenue—either from advertising or subscriptions off the other’s referrals. Is this “sharing
network” sort of what the Village Commons might begin to enable?
MIKE SKOLAR’S WHITE BOARD:
Mike Skolar of Minnesota Public Radio did a little white-board work:
The assumption we are making is that mainstream journalism is worth savings
The assumption we are making is that MSJ can change.
The assumption we are making is that MSJ must change.
Given those assumptions, our goals are to:
Find out what is being done
Evaluate it
Figure out how to drive/support change.
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SUMMARY Learning so far and specific
project ideas
These are Bill Densmore’s notes of a Friday 4 p.m.-5:15 p.m. session in St. Louis at which we
listed specific project ideas and summarized (after four, four-person breakout groups) what we
have learned so far.
PARTICIPANTS: Chris Peck, Cecily Burt, Richard Anderson, Bill Densmore, Scott Hall,
Christine Saed, Jim Shaffer, Mike Van Buren, Matlho Kjosi, Dave Johnson, Martin Reynolds,
Linda Jue, Peggy Kuhr, Brian Beveridge, Stephen Silha.
Richard Anderson, who has to catch a plane, apologizes about going back to Maine to chair a
Saturday meeting of a board that he heads which has had the meeting scheduled for more than a
year. He says:
“If this group wanted to promote the idea of some experiments. I would like to explore how the
VS platform could be made available to the ‘commons’ here and if somebody wants to try an
experiment in Minnesota or California or whatever, if access to that platform would make
getting something going quickly.”
“The idea is that the group would own the software. Treat the software as a membership owned
platform that would help facilitate growth of community networks throughout the world.”
“In that same session, he also said if something like that got started, look at the Media Giraffe
Project as a group website that has already a wealth of research done in identifying sites as
exemplars, and analysis of lots of things, could be a thing within the site which deals with
deliberations or discussions. There is already a site there, why invent something new.”
Peggy: The entire focus of tomorrow is what’s next. Imaging doing that in two stages. For
starters, let’s see what is already bubbling? What is the learning that we will take back?
A whiteboard list of practical project ideas:
Have you come up with values that underpin what the next newsroom ecology will be. What is
going to make these things fly?
· Media Giraffe Project website
· Mobile newsroom
· Create the Village Soup commons/nodes around the country
· Village Soup classroom
· Atwater Soup
· Independent Press Association as home for greenhousing around venture capital and new media
ecologies.
· Continue JTM at Media Giraffe Project June 28-July 1
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· Community Journalism Centers
· Teaching course: “Hard News with an Appreciative Eye”
· Grow radio into community network (KAXE Soup)
· Magazines as community media
· “Inner Journalist” retreat
· Look into transforming news organizations from within – Ghandian
· Journalist-citizen retreats
· Youth mentors for journalists
· Journalist as social servant classes
Moving around into groups. We are looking for the underlying drivers of why the idea has
occurred. What about transferring our thinking from the idea of a newsroom to the idea of a news
ecology.
Conductor, weaver, navigator, facilitator, etc.
Scott Hall: We talked about what makes an event news and why should people care and zeroing
in on the process of how it is presented.
Cecily Burt: One group started on the question of how the community gets news and the insight
that the website is not enough and it has got to be much more and it creates a vast amount of
outreach on the front end. From that it evolved into needing to have a transparency project and
bringing members of the community in to critique coverage and have a dialog. Go out into the
community and knock on doors and have reporters write an interesting story based on that. Find
out what news matters to the community.
Christine Saed: In West Oakland, many people do not have a website, and a lot who can’t read.
They haven’t learned that decoding yet. Talked about having town criers. Considered use of lowpower radio.
Linda Jue: Group discussed about what it means to get back to that inner journalist – who we
were when we started out in the business – passion, open-mindedness, desire to change the world
which has been corrupted by being in the business. And there is a need to develop a renewed
relationship with our audience. How does what we do inspire our audience and given them the
tools they need to act. Her break-out talked about the buzz around “citizen journalist” is just
another stage in the process where alternative media came out started by ordinary citizens who
didn’t see what they cared about being reflected in MSM. That was corrupted and was replaced
by Zines and now by new media. This process is not a new phenomenon but a normal evolution
of a response people are having – a continue sense that the media is not serving them.
Steve Silha: Thinking about co-creating the next forms of media with young people. They are the
audience, they are the people bringing fresh ideas. It is happening online, but maybe we are not
paying attention to it.
Cecily Burt: We are now trying to make a bridge to invite youth and others into our house.
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Peggy Holman: Used to manage software projects. The trend in software has been more and
more for people to be empowered to do it themselves. It is evolutionary, we grew into a model
where everyone was a specialist and had their niche, but now we are coming back to a
community village model where everybody has the capacity to do it themselves, but at a higher
level of sophistication and in a more differentiated way. There is a passionate commitment to
this.
Mike Skoler: All of these citizen efforts have grown to the point of being institutionalized.
People start to think they want to do it more of their time, and have an ecnomomic basis for
doing it. OhmyNews started out 90% citizen generated; now they are about 50% citizen
generated? Why? Because the stars were getting really good and Ohmy didn’t want to lose them
and started to bring them on staff.
Peggy Holman: That’s a great example. They may be able to sustain a “both/and.”
Brian Beveredge: It feels like a proper balance is to not completely turn it upside down into
something else, but to expand it on some side with tools that allow more voices. That doesn’t
shove what is done now off the table, but expands it more to open an arena for public input
which could then inform the professional side of the paper in a whole new way.
Peggy Kuhr: You could say what Peggy Holman was talking about was a “both/and” journalism.
Mike Skoler: Need to have open sharing.
Mike Van Buren: Need to have education around citizenship.
Jim Shaffer: The education challenge is two fold. First is creating smart education consumers
and creators. But also finding models of how to teacher future journalists. Seeing the
demonstration of theUniversity of Missouri websites, he was impressed how they took
ownership of operating websites, it was experiential, relevant and service oriented, adaptive.
Bill Densmore describes the hourglass vs. the cylinder metaphor:
http://www.newshare.com/News/infochrt.html
Jim Shaffer: We need a new set of words and metaphors. Our language doesn’t really adequately
describe what we are talking about.
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SATURDAY WRAPUP: Action commitments
by participants
These notes were taken by Bill Densmore
On Saturday morning, participants in “Journalism that Matters” convened and after some
introductions, Peggy Holman asked that we go around the circle and describe the projects that
each of us was willing to take on.
PARTICIPANTS: Brian Beveridge, Azalea Blalock, Scott Hall, Cecily Burt, Bill Densmore,
Christine Saed, Matlho Kjosi, Stephen Silha, Jim Shaffer, Martin Reynolds, Peggy Holman,
Mike Skoler, Dave Johnson, Peggy Kuhr, Chris Peck, Linda Jue.
These project commitments stem from a larger list of ideas developed on Friday afternoon
(which are listed below these commitments):
Stephen Silha—To initiate action toward a proposal to the Kellogg Foundation to fund the
Village Commons concept as proposed by Richard Anderson.
Chris Peck—A proposal to the Fetzer Foundation to fund an “inner-journalist” process of
helping mainstream media folks move beyond anger-denial-grieving about the future of
journalism and start working as individuals within their organizations on projects that will move
journalism into the future.
Jim Shaffer: Will write a handbook with advice and tools for helping news-industry workers to
adapt to change.
Cecily Burt – A proposal for “West Side Soup,” serving West Oakland, which will include a
website and eventually a weekly newspaper. The proposal will include a satellite office, mobile
unit, staffed with professional interns. Also an ecological space, a center for a satellite newsroom
newsroom and for community members young and old to meet. Outreach resources will
including posting with kiosks and message boards to the community. Other forms of media
funding for interns, partners, professional journalists and students.
Dave Johnson – In Atwater, Minn., convene board of directors of the Sunfish Gazette to give
information about sustainability pathways through a request to the Blandon Foundation which
would get them going with the Village Soup platform.
Peggy Kuhr— A pilot class in the fall called “Citizen Journalism and Community” at the
University of Kansas, with the idea of developing it into a proposal to seek funding for a broader
curriculum project.
Bill Densmore – Will include a media-that-matters afternoon as part of the MGP summit,
organized with help from Chris, Mike, Steve Silha and others.
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Brian Beveridge – A youth video exchange with Oakland and Atwater, Minn., focusing on
global subjects. (Aside: Densmore suggests connecting with Rob Williams at ACME-Vermont
regarding Jordan exchange; Peck suggests connecting with Jim Boyd at Bridges in Memphis).
These were the bullet-point ideas developed on Friday:
· Media Giraffe Project website
· Mobile newsroom
· Create the Village Soup commons/nodes around the country
· Village Soup classroom
· Atwater Soup
· Independent Press Association as home for greenhousing around venture capital and new media
ecologies.
· Continue JTM at Media Giraffe Project June 28-July 1
· Community Journalism Centers
· Teaching course: “Hard News with an Appreciative Eye”
· Grow radio into community network (KAXE Soup)
· Magazines as community media
· “Inner Journalist” retreat
· Look into transforming news organizations from within – Ghandian
· Journalist-citizen retreats
· Youth mentors for journalists
· Journalist as social servant classes
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How have we each changed as a result of
gathering?
These notes were taken by Bill Densmore
HOW HAVE WE CHANGED?
As a concluding session to the “Journalism that Matters” gathering in St. Louis, Peggy Holman
and Steven Silha asked participants arrayed in a circle to describe how they have been changed
by three days together.
PARTICIPANTS: Brian Beveridge, Azalea Blalock, Scott Hall, Cecily Burt, Bill Densmore,
Christine Saed, Matlho Kjosi, Stephen Silha, Jim Shaffer, Martin Reynolds, Peggy Holman,
Mike Skoler, Dave Johnson, Peggy Kuhr, Chris Peck, Linda Jue.
Bill Densmore – Feels like he’s come in out of the cold after years of wondering who else cares
about the future of journalism.
Scott Hall—Going back with clear sense of purpose of his work as a journalist. He is going to
initiative some discussions with key staff people around the ideas discussed. Going to make
something of some ideas at the station.
Dave Johnson – Feels much more optimistic about the future of journalism. And feels
empowered to go home and do something at the local level.
Linda Jue— Great to feel supported. Impressive that there are people in MSM are actually
working on these problems. That we are not marginalizing each other on either sides of MSM vs.
new media.
Mike Skoler – I’m feeling much more light hearted in general. So focused on Public insight
Journalism and in a week are going to be announcing a Center for the Innovation in Journalism.
It looks like he will be running that center. After three years of being ground down, he feels like
he has a new community to start sharing with. It feels “sustainable”!
Cecily Burt – More hopeful about the future of journalism, feels like she has taken the first step
out of her rut.
Chris Peck – Has come to some clarity about how to move a gigantic and important institution. It
comes down to changing the people and helping people recognize that things have to change –
individually in their own lives and in their role in journalism and how the go about changing the
institutions where they are. He has spent a lot of time inside the fortress where it is very hard to
organize change. But it isn’t so difficult to change the people, and he feels focused on organizing
that path.
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Azalea Blalock – It has been a huge dream to get with a bunch of people who care about change.
She has had a dream about that and it has been a big surprise that it was journalists that would
bring that revaation.
Peggy Kuhr – I am struck with so much worry we all came here with. She works with students
but she worries about sending them out there. The industry is a monolith is not an inviting,
encouraging place. I feel guilty at times. I don’t feel that way right now. By nature an optimist.
Feels much more part of something bigger.
Jim Shaffer – He is about to be a dean of a business school. He can do both.
Matlho Kjosi – She had checked out at home. She had lost respect for the profession. But she
realizes now she has a responsibility for making it different. “So I’m not checked out anymore.
Brian Beveridge – Came here not as a journalist, but as a communicator. But he understands the
power of communications to create social movements. But what kind of movements are we
creating. He goes away with a better sense there are still reigns on that process and it can be
managed – it doesn’t have to be a runaway horse. He likes seeing concrete projects coming out
that can be put on the ground. Funders will fund some of these projects. Communications can be
a unifying thing within communities. The same tools used to sell people stuff can be used to
empower them to make change in their own lives.
Martin Reynolds – I have a new appreciate for the Midwest, Minnesotans and all. Californians
are a little snobby. A new respect for my people in the prairie. I also feel inspired by the people
that I met, invigorated to go back; also focused on looking at changing the focus of newsrooms;
bring more faces into the collective of why decides what news is and who plays and why it is
played. He’s excited about the specifics of the plan that the West Oakland posse has put into the
cauldron. He plans on asking let Dean Singleton to let Martin shadow him for a little while. I am
going to ask him to let me walk in his shoes for a little while.
Peggy Holman – Sixteen people sitting here right now and there are 10 projects on the sheet of
paper. I feel like I’m holding a very precious gift. I’ve worked with collectives and I know that
collectives support individual sin making a difference and individuals help collectives. And I feel
that is what I am holding here. These are good, rich seeds and may they grow.
Stephen Silha – I feel different and it has a lot to do with the very specific individuals who are in
this room. I want to invite everybody not to be afraid to ask for help. I have two simple rules:
Keep it simple and DBATA – Don’t be afraid to ask. He gives Peggy Holman a Triskale belt and
helps.
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Breakout planning: Bringing JTM to MGP
Amherst
Proposal: Create a session or track at MGP that will bring Journalism that Matters to MGP
conference.
Potential collaborators:
Chris Peck interested.
A little bandwidth from Jim Shaffer
Peggy Kuhr – might help
Peggy Holman – maybe a little planning help
Martin Reynolds – work MNG connection –
Paul Grabowicz should be part of the multimedia track –
Jane Ellen Stevens teaches multimedia reporting at Berkeley – invite her
Talk to Ralph Gage about coming to Amherst.
Nora Paul is a possibility.
BILL AND STEVE ARE JOINED BY CHRIS PECK:
Chris says what is needed is a framework for helping journalists get ready for change in the
industry and either commit to being part of the change or getting out of the industry. Newspapers
are like factories; they are a big, complicated business. Introducing change is hard and really
disruptive to people who are used to years of doing things the same old way.
What we are going to do is create an informal network of journalists who say: “I want to be part
of the change, and carry forth the idea that journalism is central to democracy.” We would
challenge each participant to find one more person in their newsroom who will commit to a path
of embracing change rather than resisting it. Then those two people, or three, or four, will come
up with a little experiment they can do themselves, with little effort on the part of management.
A different way of doing things. Think about it as a movement, not as an organization – with
cells all around the country. Then come together at a “Journalism that Matters Greenhouse” once
a year to share knowledge about many little experiments.
At the MGP conference, how about starting out with three or four people who are in the throes of
dealing with change. Put them in four seats in a circle. Have them talk about the change and what
it is doing to them and to their organization. Then have them relinquish the seats, gradually to
others in the audience who will tell similar stories.
Then you ask, well what are you going to do about these changes? To prepare for the change?
Talk about how we stop resisting the change and what tools we need to embrace the change.
Where do you feel the pressure points and how do you deal with them? Find some examples of
people who are in the process of changing – career change or changing operations.
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Examples:
n Rolling out Public Insight Journalism at MPR
n Implementing the web-print integrated newsroom
n Reaching out to underserved communities (West Side Soup)
FIRST IDEA – CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE JOURNALIST CHANGE AGENT
(seek funding from Fetzer)
Helping journalists young and old say I want to be part of the change coming – how do I prepare
myself. How do I function. There is a huge need for that. There are a lot of journalists who feel
that and don’t know what to do. Committed to help journalism change and carry forward the
values of journalism in a democratic wherever I am.
Peck is taken by the idea of people trying to internally get their emotions and their intellect
around what they can do to deal with the pressures and changes rather than have it be
overwhelming and getting out of the business. We have to help journalists define why journalism
matters, and get in touch with that passion. Too many people in the industry have a sense of not
being able to take it anymore, being overworked and stressed out. How do you manage the
process of change so it is not catastrophic for you.
If we were able to loosely organize an affiliation of the change agents as a movement, have them
come back under a Journalism that Matters project. We wouldn’t have to even think up the
project, just deal with the people and give them a safe place to go.
Give people an emotional toolset to go out and change the world. Because they fell part of
“Journalism that Matters.”
SECOND IDEA – AN ORGANIZATION AND TOOLBOX FOR NEW MEDIA
ENTREPRENEURS
(see funding from Kellogg Foundation – finding new economic models)
Village Soup Common – if the MGP could be an incubator for the VS common to get
established. Village Soup Commons – that is a way to connected west Oakland, and Atwater.
The other piece is we’re going to create this real live kit that includes the content management
software, the consulting of how you do it and network if you want to be an entrepreneur. A
toolkit for you to be a new media entrepreneur.
PEGGY KUHR JOINS THE CONVERSATION
Bill Densmore talks about the demand-side problem of teaching citizens skills to find and
identify journalism which helps them to be better citizens. Recognizing “news that matters”
requires intellectual muscle and that muscle needs to be exercised. There’s a need to reach out to
the education system to give educators the tools the need to teach smart media consumption and
creation. That’s the demand-side task.
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Peggy Kuhr sees a supply-side problem. How do you get students who want to change the world
to come into journalism today – see it as a career option, and build excitement about journalism
as a happening thing? There are some student ambassadors needed.
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Creating Change in Newsrooms
Creating Change in Newsrooms:
A Proposal for Supporting Journalists as Agents of Change
Contributors: Scott Hall, Peggy Holman, Matlho Kgosi, Chris Peck, Jim Schaffer, Michael
Skoler
Overview
This proposal focuses on inspiring and supporting working journalists and managers to seek
change that will connect news organizations deeply with their communities and audiences. This
change must start by connecting journalists with the passion and goals that brought them into the
profession.
We are proposing to create a series of mid-career training/experience sessions that build on one
other and an organization that will allow participants to stay connected and support each other
between and after training sessions.
Phase 1
We will create two training programs, each lasting approximately one week. The two courses
will invigorate journalists and managers to understand the need for change and envision how to
change their organizations. They will also offer practical advice for leading change from
wherever they sit in the organization.
• Reflective journalism: Connecting with our passion and purpose
o The course will use exercises, case studies and experience sharing to help journalists connect
with their original passion and goals for entering the profession. After reconnecting with the
“inner journalist,” participants will be asked to discuss and shape a vision for how to change
their news organizations to support the passion and purpose common to those who enter
journalism. This will be based on community connection.
o The content on leading change will focus primarily on how people who can become informal
leaders of change and the need for change to come from the ranks of news organizations and not
from the top down.
• Engaging the Audience
o The course will will use exercises, case studies and experience sharing to look at journalism
within its purpose of engaging the audience. It will help participants tie the goals they embrace
for journalism with the community connection needed to achieve those goals. In particular, it
will shape a new perspective on the impact of various types of reporting. Its aim will be to
provide “an appreciative lens for hard news” that empowers audiences rather than discourages
them.
o The practical content in leading change will look at the issues and challenges more from the
perspective of news leaders and managers than reporters, editors and producers.
The project will partner with one or two leading mid-career journalism programs (e.g., Nieman
Fellowship, Knight Fellowship, Michigan Fellowship) and will test the courses with current
fellows. The training creation team will debrief with the participants and refine the courses based
on these discussions.
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Phase 2
The project will partner with a journalism center, possibly the new Center for Innovation in
Journalism at American Public Media in Minnesota, to provide the administrative home for the
project, and to run ongoing training sessions throughout the year. These sessions will be
available to individual journalists coming from many organizations or offered on-site to specific
newsrooms that are interested in starting a change initiative.
In this phase, the project will create a set of ongoing means (i.e., newsletters, wikis,
reunion/seminars) to connect all those who have participated in courses to share their
experiences, both successes and failures, and to provide mutual support for working on change
projects within their news organizations. This will establish, track and support a community of
innovators in journalism.
The project will also create two more training sessions to expand
understanding and creative approaches to change.
•
Marrying Historic values to New Technology
o
This course will focus on why values should determine use of new media
technology and how that technology can enable media organizations to practice
their values and meet their goals.
•
Experimental journalism
o
This course will focus on how organizations can use “greenhousing”
techniques to foster internal experimentation. It will encourage
participants to experiment with fresh approaches to newsgathering and
storytelling based on community involvement and will allow people to share
and gain advice/tools for changing the culture within their organizations to
allow experimentation.

We expect the project to both use and help identify case studies of change in journalism in
conjunction with a handbook for change in journalism being created by Peggy Holman of The
Open Circle Company and Jim Schaffer of the University of Southern Maine.
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Concept discussion of followup projects
On Saturday morning, participants in “Journalism that Matters” convened and after some
housekeeping, Peggy Holman asked that each of us “post” an idea for a morning session with the
focus of each session being to develop a concrete next-steps action plan focused on a specific
project.
PARTICIPANTS: Brian Beveridge, Azalea Blalock, Scott Hall, Cecily Burt, Bill Densmore,
Christine Saed, Matlho Kjosi, Stephen Silha, Jim Shaffer, Martin Reynolds, Peggy Holman,
Mike Skoler, Dave Johnson, Peggy Kuhr, Chris Peck, Linda Jue.
Peggy Holman: Think about what your highest and best work is here. Post a session for action.
Stephen Silha: Consider taking some of these projects that have been listed and converting them
into letters of inquiry to various foundations. McArthur, McCormack Tribune, Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation, the Knight Foundation and Kellogg Foundation, which is interested in new
economic models. Fetzer interested in the Inner Journalist.
Jim Shaffer – Will develop a handbook for adaptive change in the news industry.
Mike Skoler—There is an important place to be had to gather people together. It might be
appropriate to talk about open sharing to discussion successes and failures which focus on main
stream media – appropriate to merge with Jim Shaffer’s idea.
Matlho Kjosi – Wants to focus on the inner journalist. Fetzer might like to fund that.
Stephen Silha – Focus on the future of Journalism that Matters.
Bill Densmore – Start a news commons association, potentially using the Village Soup platform,
with two or three prototypes.
Dave Johnson – Explore a relationship with Village Soup for Atwater paper.
Christine Saed – Wants to continue exploring the West Oakland website.
Azalea Blalock—Healing Eco-programs for journalists and citizens, eco-healing workships and
eco-healing newsrooms.
Cecily Burt – Wants to explore funding of West Oakland website and also outreach to explore
other models that might be used, including information kiosks, or gathering input.
Brian Beveridge – Interested in a youth-journalism exchange among kids in West Oakland. A
first world-third world compare and contrast project.
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Peggy Kuhr – Interested in how journalism students might be part of journalism that matters or
of the inner-journalist conversation. She might see how some of her students would be part of
these projects.
Martin Reynolds – Develop plan to fund ongoing periodic retreats that look inside so as to better
cover the outside.
Chris Peck – There are two themes going. One is the specifics to develop an initiative for West
Oakland using Village Soup and also Atwater. The other has to be creating a space where
journalists can explore what they need to do to change. Whether it is a handbook or a group or
the inner journalist. There are two pretty good clumps, should get the groups together in those
two areas.
Mike Skoler – Draws three circles on the board: There is the mainstream newsroom, there is the
“open newsroom” and there is the “community newsroom or journalism.” What are the
connections between what can happen at the community level and the open newsroom?
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Oakland eco-healing programs for
journalists
April 21, 2006
Journalism That Matters
West Oakland Group
Azalea Blalock
Diversity Healing Eco-programs

Purpose – Diversity Healing Eco-programs will be part of the whole eco-village concept. You
must start with the people as individuals before you can heal the planet at large. Individual
groups of youth, journalist, and citizens of community will be taken on local & world wide
healing retreats to start the eco-village healing process. Then and only then can journalist tell
world wide news by connecting with themselves first and tapping into what they are feeling and
how they can heal and merge with community in healing.
1. These trips would consist of trips to Africa, India & world wide retreats where first the
journalist will deal with healing themselves first. Ancient healing techniques of looking back at
ancient civilizations and the way they can heal. They will be allowed to explore their creativity.
2. Trips will be taken with community and youths & their healing interaction regarding healing
between the journalist and community merge. The two will merge on a retreat of healing and
adventure.
3. Eco-village & Eco-newsroom Healing – After the retreats the exploration of how change can
be made in the hometowns of eco-living within & without will be taken into action. The econewsroom will transform into a healing area where journalist can be allowed to be free and
creative in their work. This will consist of:
1. Healing meditation room
2. Water therapy fountains
3. Plants
4. Healing colors
5. Air purifiers
6. No cubicles
7. on site Ancient healing massage
8. Healthy Live foods
9. Organic garden where the journalist and the community are involved with. This relieves stress
as well as provides food and productivity.
10. a lot of natural lightning
11. Ergonomically correct desk etc.
An area will be redone in a sustainable healthy way that will encourage healing environment
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The children & community will be involved in the eco-village healing process and will be
encourage taking action in how they can make a change directly in their community. By working
on healing themselves & connecting with other countries and community journalist who puts out
the news to the community allows an eco- interchange among the world.
This is a healing component of the West Oakland Eco-village healin

Letter of Intent:
Healthy Thru Nature Institute
IAM Eco-village
Founder – Azalea Blalock
April 20, 2006
Eco-retreat
Good day:
My name is Azalea Blalock of Healthy Thru Nature Institute. I am writing you a letter of intent
for funding for an eco-retreat. The idea of an eco-retreat is a sustainable eco-village of healing
and learning. Merging the youth with the elders in a natural environment. There will be organic
gardening, healing rooms featuring holistic modalities such as relaxation workshops, diversity
healing workshops for businesses to connect with nature, themselves & community so that they
can be more effective in the workplace, cultural eco-adventure for children, families & more.
The eco-retreat will use solar energy, & everything will be made out of natural materials. It will
be a place to teach about ancient culture & how to preserve ourselves as well as our world.
People will come from all over the world to learn about healing nature, ourselves, & community.
We would like to purchase land and build yurts and log cabins to carry this much needed dream
out. We will have cancer prevention classes, massage, acupressure, acupuncture, growing of
natural herbs, colon hydrotherapy, live food classes, how to start eco-villages in inner-city
workshops healing retreats for individuals & more. We look forward to turning this much needed
dream into a reality. We thank you for your time & ask for the opportunity of funding this much
needed project.
Azalea Blalock
healthythrunature@yahoo.com
510 228-8738
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Atwater Soup
by David Johnson on 25 April
Atwater Sunfish Gazette project proposal:
Since the Sunfish Gazette is seeking sustainability, we will continue to explore Richard
Anderson’s Village Soup. Dave will take all the information he has to the Atwater Newspaper
Corporation board of directors May 11. We have been in an Either/Or situation: print or
electronic news. I will propose a Both/And approach. We can bring much more immediacy to
our news electronically but probably do not want to eliminate print. Two other advantages I will
point out are: 1) interface between electronic and print forms, 2) we would be able to use many
more of the pictures we have available to us. Richard Anderson wants more information on the
demographics of our school district and our county. The Atwater Sunfish Gazette currently
covers primarily Atwater news with the school news being the only overlap into Cosmos and
Grove. The consolidated school district is: Atwater-Cosmos-Grove City (ACGC). Dave will
provide Richard this information and hope to have more information from him on costs of using
his platform
. Richard feels that the Blandin Foundation may be willing to help the Sunfish Gazette with
funding for this venture. We would probably need to add at least two employees to the one we
currently have to keep news and advertising current and work on technical aspects of production.
This would make the Sunfish Gazette less dependent on volunteers. The big question: If we go
with the Village Soup platform, will it help us generate enough revenue to be sustainable?
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Village Soup Commons
Village Soup Commons
April 22, 2006
Notes by Stephen Silha
Richard Anderson of VillageSoup, Camden, Maine, announced his vision of making the
VillageSoup platform of content management software and user interface available to new media
entrepreneurs.
He envisions a VillageSoup Common not unlike the Associated Press or VISA. The idea is that
the group would establish a brand for a new business he calls “community networks”, replacing
the old business of “community newspapers”.
The VillageSoup Common would provide business consulting, branding and software managing
services to Common members. The Common would assure growth of VillageSoup community
networks throughout the world.
The Atwater Sunfish-Gazette and Oakland Tribune have already begun discussions with Richard
about creating a VillageSoup Community Network in their markets. Richard suggested that
KAXE would be an interesting starting point from which to grow a community network. He
pointed out that with these three plus his Camden operation the Common would begin with
entities that grew from non-profit newspaper, for-profit newspaper, for-profit online and nonprofit radio operations.
He suggested that the VillageSoup Common could use the Media Giraffe platform as the
communication vehicle for members since it already has a rich and dynamic data base of
practices throughout the world as well as facilities for deliberations and discussions.
This conversation is slated to continue at the Media Giraffe Project¹s upcoming conference on
Democracy and Independence.
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Creating a Handbook for Media
Transformation
May 1, 2006
Journalism That Matters
The Next Newsroom – April 19-22, 2006
SESSION NOTES – SATURDAY, APRIL 22
Session: Creating a Handbook of Adaptive Change for use by traditional media organizations.
Convener: Jim Shaffer
Initial attendees: Peggy Holman, Scott Hall, Mike Skoler, Mathlo Kgosi, Chris Peck
Discussion:
Jim S: DUH! I’ve been thinking. I’ve worked in this industry for decades. I teach adaptive
change. Peggy has written The Change Handbook. Maybe I should seek Peggy’s collaboration
and develop something tailored to the media industry.
Chris: Read Keith Gilbert, of Harvard: Disruptive Innovation. Also, Christianson: The
Innovator’s Dilemma. A key finding will be 9 times out of 10 the industry can’t change. But, no
harm in focusing on what one person can do, such as finding allies, keeping the inner journalist
healthy, …
Peggy: We would need to apply an integral approach … work all four quadrants. Greenhousing
would be lower right.
Chris: Maybe small pods or seeds that could grow in multiple places.
Scott: The big bureaucracies want to crush innovation. An example would be the public school
system versus charter schools.
Mike: Perhaps pursue this on 3-4 levels. Perhaps as a series of articles.
1. Inner journalist
2. Management & leadership
3. Experiments, such as greenhousing
4. Financial models, working examples
Matlho: For me, it would need to start with a new news culture at home. I’ve seen so many
people lose their passion…
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Chris: Yes. Need to nurture passion. Do it one person at a time. Start by recruiting ONE person.
Bring him/her along and encourage that person to recruit one more. I’m not sure about the
revenue/economic piece. Early focus on that becomes immediately overwhelming, intimidating.
It focuses people on how to get more money from existing advertisers.
Mike: I hear you, but I feel a deep pit in the stomach of most journalists.
Peggy: This ties to Jane Ellen Stephens’ work at UC Berkley. MySpace may be an inspiration.
People need to connect to face the New World, perhaps sharing a little fear and a little
inspiration. That’s the frame.
Mike: We need to connect with Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel, who are moving their project
to the University of Missouri.
Jim: So how do we connect with the inner financial executive?
Peggy: Consider the four quadrants as four doors. Which door? What purpose?
Chris: Start with the purpose of preserving and strengthening journalism that matters.
Peggy: It really gelled for me – How to bring appreciative inquiry into hard journalism.
Scott: Here’s an example: Land use planning, zoning … BORING … need to frame in terms of
why listeners should care.
Peggy: Another example: The shooting at the LA Jewish community center. The LA Times
reporter really took an awful story and put an appreciative lens on it … made the coverage into a
cause for community engagement … We need to anticipate the conversation we want the public
to have, and then have this first inside the newsroom. Example: Martin’s story of the black &
white reporters covering the same story and ending in conflict. Same dialogue that occurs on the
street.
Chris: Perhaps we need to employ a Trojan Horse to get into the newsroom … the analogy might
be one terrorist with one bomb causing tremendous disruption.
Jim: Returning to Matlho’s idea, she should be award of Fetzer’s objectives … love and
forgiveness … might be some funding for her around work with the inner journalist.
Scott: What do we mean by “inner journalist?”
Mathlo: Why we went into this line of work. What passions? What enables you/us to survive?
What is responsibility to industry, society?
Mike S: What would this look like?
Group: Perhaps a core training team that creates a test program.
Greenhousing, incubating
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Reconnecting purpose with passion … engaging with audience
Marrying new technologies with traditional values
Creating structures for ongoing support
Jim: If structure includes a book, maybe: The Handbook for Media Transformation – An Integral
Approach.
Mike: Include case studies! Bill Densmore has a data base.
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Oakland to Atwater - youth journalism
exchange
“West Oakland to Atwater, and Back”
Youth Journalism Exchange Project
Concept Developer: Brian Beveridge, bbeveridge@paradigmthree.com
This is draft concept document inspired by discussions at the “Media That Matters” conference
in St. Louis in April, 2006. Any and all ideas, suggestions, wisdom or support is more than
welcome. – Brian Beveridge, Oakland CA.
CONCEPT
This project will enable young people in two seemingly very different American communities to
share their perspectives on self, family community and the world. Their stories will provide
insight to both communities, and the world at large, when simultaneously published in both local
newspapers and distributed on the worldwide web.
Through this project, these two communities will gain greater understanding of the differences,
and similarities, between small towns and urban neighborhoods in America. It will bring
communities together while it fosters a new generation of writers, readers, and storytellers.
THE COMMUNITIES
West Oakland, Ca.
• Population about 22,000
• Ethnic mix by ratio is:
o African-American (34%)
o Latino (32%)
o White (20%)
o Asian (12%)
o Pacific Islander (about 1%)
o Native American (.25%)
• Area about four square miles
• Median income is about $30,000 compared to the regional median of $80,000.
• Only about 40% of residents can afford median rent
• One high school with a graduation rate of about 50%
Atwater, Mn.
• Population (year 2000): 1,079, Est.
• Land area: 1.0 square miles
• Median household income: $39,265 (year 2000)
Median house value: $66,900 (year 2000)
• Races in Atwater:
o White Non-Hispanic (97.8%),
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o Hispanic (1.3%),
o Two or more races (0.8%),
o Other race (0.7%)
• Ancestries: German (46.3%), Norwegian (25.9%), Swedish (22.1%), Irish (7.9%), English
(5.0%), Danish (4.1%).
How could kids in these two communities possibly have anything in common? We can find out
if we help them tell their stories.
TOOLS and SUPPORT
The participating student will be provided with the knowledge and tools to report on their
communities through written word, photojournalism, audio or video documentary.
Basic elements of the project may include:
• Some journalism curriculum in the participating schools
o Fact-finding and reporting
o Ethics
o Storytelling for newspaper and documentary
• Partnering students with professional journalists
• Assignments based on common themes
o My family – “What is a family?”
o A neighborhood leader – “Who do we respect?”
o My friends
o A portrait of my neighborhood
o Important issues in my community
o Me
“Fitting In and Acting Out”♣
“How I fit, what I want,♣ where I’m going”
“Sex, Drugs and Rock and Roll”♣
• All media acceptable
o Print
o Audio documentary
o Video documentary
• Stories published side-by-side in both local newspapers and on the web.
• Electronic journalism pieces might be broadcast on local public radio and TV, and web-cast.
POTENIAL PARTNERS
Oakland, CA.
• Oakland Tribune
• KTVU-TV, Fox affiliate – Oakland
• McClymond’s High School – West Oakland
• DUSTY – youth audio storytelling program – West Oakland
• KALW – Berkeley community radio
• KTOP – Oakland community television
• Peralta College Journalism program
• U.C. Berkeley School of Journalism
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Atwater, MN.
• Atwater Sunfish Gazette
• Atwater High School
• Minn. Public Media
• Minneapolis Star Tribune
• Local Public Radio
• Local broadcast television stations
POSSIBLE MODELS: Similar Projects
“Bridges” – Memphis, TN. – Jim Boyd’s project
“Jordan to Vermont” video documentary exchange project – Media Giraffe
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POST-CONFERENCE: Martin's Morning
Mullings
Colleagues, when I got home I wanted to look up the actual definition of ecology to see if it
really did fit with this effort. Based on the many concepts that came out of this week, it couldn’t
be a better fit.
According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third College Edition (a bit outdated, but a nice
leather-bound hardcover)...
Ecology:
1) the branch of biology that deals with the relations between living organisms and their
environment b) the complex of relations between a specific organism and its environment.
2) Then it got interesting. The second definition still under the word “Ecology” actually started
with “Sociology” in italics and read: the study of the relationship and adjustment of human
groups to their geographical and social environments
Conclusion: What we’re going through now is a sociological change in the way news
organizations and journalists relate to the public (and vise versa), and how those
organizations relate to the business models they have constructed, and the marketplace
they have based those relationships on.
And through this change, we will reshape our focus to no longer refer to newsrooms as rooms,
but as an actual news ecology that constantly takes into account, reassess and addresses what
happens inside (of us) instead of always focusing on what happens outside (in the public square).
This gives further support to ridding journalism of the notion reporters are detached flies on the
wall, and gives support to us embracing our humanity AND possessing the skills to offer
appropriate balance and fairness as opposed to
objectivity.
To achieve this would require a new approach to teaching journalism and a different kind of
journalism teacher, as well as an evolved collection of “best practices” I could see creating
heated debate within the academic sector.
Should be interesting…
—Martin
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The Journalism that Matters Greenhouse Taking it to Scale
From Peggy Holman and Stephen Silha
With a good home, Journalism that Matters could be an ideal platform for demonstration projects
in the new news ecology. It could support:
•

Greenhousing
• Nourish the seeds of projects identified through Journalism that Matters gatherings,
connecting project participants with each other so that ideas are shared and tested in
multiple environments
• Provide the support for participants to stay connected with each other, share ideas,
questions, and continue to learn from each other

•

Learning for the new ecology
• Nourishing the inner life of the journalist (and why it matters)
• Storytelling that engages (or hard news through an appreciative lens)
• Convening community conversations (process training for journalists in coming to public
judgment in a modern age)
• Preparing the Next Generation (for journalists old and new, professional and citizen –
traditional values meet high technology)
Research
• Engage journalism schools with the greenhouse to understand what is working and share
what is uncovered
Continued Conferences
• Continue bringing together the system of journalism to renew, revitalize, re-inspire and
create momentum for action

•
•

A first next step
With two successful demonstration gatherings, it is time to take the Journalism that Matters
conference model to hundreds at a time. Imagine 300-500 print, broadcast and new media
journalists, together with educators, funders, students, and interested community coming together
around topics that matter to them.
With co-sponsorship from organizations that span the media spectrum, it can reach many
journalists at once.
From Chris:
… what is needed is a framework for helping journalists get ready for change in the industry and
either commit to being part of the change or getting out of the industry. Newspapers are like
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factories; they are a big, complicated business. Introducing change is hard and really disruptive
to people who are used to years of doing things the same old way.
What we are going to do is create an informal network of journalists who say: “I want to be part
of the change, and carry forth the idea that journalism is central to democracy.” We would
challenge each participant to find one more person in their newsroom who will commit to a path
of embracing change rather than resisting it. Then those two people, or three, or four, will come
up with a little experiment they can do themselves, with little effort on the part of management. A
different way of doing things. Think about it as a movement, not as an organization – with cells
all around the country. Then come together at a “Journalism that Matters Greenhouse” once a
year to share knowledge about many little experiments.
Some tasks to prepare:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Already in planning is a Journalism that Matters session at the Media Giraffe Project
conference
Test the idea with October, 2005 and April, 2006 Journalism that Matters attendees
Given the green light, find sponsoring organizations from across the media spectrum
through the October and April participants
Write one or more articles on the “New News Ecology” for journalism publications to
build momentum, ideally by a mix of print, broadcast and new media participants
Present these ideas at journalism conferences (e.g., Media that Matters, APME, RTNDA,
ASNE, OMA, NAB, NAA)
Find a home for the project
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